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editorial

I

spoke recently to a missionary from Japan who said she
has been surprised by the number of Japanese who are
resistant to the claims of Christianity because they
believe that The Da Vinci Code disproves the Bible.
Whether Westerners are equally convinced by the Code’s
claims would be interesting to know, but there is no doubt
that Brown’s version of Christianity is selling like hot-cakes
all around the world.
Why should The Da Vinci Code be an issue of concern for
Christians? As far as I can see, it is Brown’s claim that the historical tradition that we have received about Jesus Christ is
nothing more than apostolic propaganda. Brown is distrustful of the Church’s version of its origins: “It’s interesting to
note,” says Brown, “that since the beginning of recorded
time, history has been written by the ‘winners’ (those societies and belief systems that conquered and survived). Many
historians now believe (as I do) that in gauging the historical
accuracy of a given concept, we should first ask ourselves a
deeper question: How historically accurate is history itself?”
Brown’s question is a fair one, but it begs more questions
than it answers. For instance, he assumes that Christian history, especially the history of first century Christianity, was
written by the so-called “winners”. This may be easy for
Brown to assert, but it is a little more difficult to prove.
Indeed, at least for the first three centuries Christianity was a
persecuted minority religion.
A further difficulty that Brown conveniently ignores is
that if the apostles were trying to invent a false story about
Jesus and His followers, why did they include accounts about
themselves which were less than flattering? If Peter was trying to run Mary out of town and re-tell the Christian story to
bolster his own leadership ambitions, as Brown claims, then
why is Peter presented in such an unglamorous light as an
impetuous, rash and sometimes cowardly figure in both the
gospels and letters? Here is Brown’s Achilles’ heel – his view
of history and the reliability of received “facts”. By discounting Christian history Brown has to invent his own “facts”.
And on latest reports neither secular nor Christian scholars
are impressed with his offerings.
Peter Hastie ap
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Wrong, wrong, wrong!
Brown’s error-riddled bestseller is a brilliantly crafted attack on Christianity.

D

r Paul Barnett, the former
Anglican bishop of North
Sydney, is a teaching fellow at
Regent College in Vancouver,
Canada, and a part-time lecturer at Moore
Theological College and the Presbyterian
Theological Centre, Sydney.
Dr Barnett completed his PhD at the
University of London on New Testament
background studies and has been a prolific
author of a variety of Bible commentaries
and books on New Testament history. He
has distinguished himself over a long
career as a first-rate scholar with a particular interest in classics and first century
Greco-Roman history. He is the author of
several books, including Behind the Scenes
of the New Testament, Jesus and the Logic of
History, Jesus and the Rise of Early
Christianity, Bethlehem to Patmos, Is the
New Testament History?, A Commentary
on 1 Corinthians (Focus), 2 Corinthians in
the New International Commentary on
the New testament series, and his most
recent book, The Birth of Christianity –
The First Twenty Years.
Dr Barnett lives in Epping, Sydney,
with his wife, Anita.

Paul Barnett
talks to

Peter Hastie
Paul, Dan Brown’s book, The Da
Vinci Code, has been No 1 on the
New York Times’ bestseller’s list for
the last two years. It is now in 40 different translations. How do you
account for all the excitement about
the book?

It’s not hard to account for Dan
Brown’s success as a novelist. He’s a master at writing a gripping airport novel that
is a riveting, fast-moving kind of story.
The plot is filled with intrigue and suspense-filled moments and is bound
together by a romantic interest between
the two main characters. That gives it a
certain advantage.
However, I am not convinced that we
can account for its overwhelming success
simply on the basis of its literary qualities
or dramatic plot. I mean, there are dozens
of other books in the same genre with the
same kind of qualities. Books based on
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conspiracy theories seem to have a great
appeal to modern readers. I certainly
think people are captivated by stories that
involve conspiracies. In fact, I suspect that
there will always be a small section of the
community that will be fascinated by
them. Whenever I listen to late-night
radio programs there always seems to be
listeners who ring in about their ideas on
the latest conspiracy. But again, conspiracy theory alone is insufficient to explain
the wide appeal of the book.

So what do you think is the deeper
reason for the book’s appeal?

My suspicion is that The Da Vinci
Code is a brilliantly crafted attack on
Christianity itself. In one sense it could
be interpreted as a very cleverly contrived
assault on the Roman Catholic church. I
think that much is clear. As I understand
it, this is also a major thrust behind Dan
Brown’s other best-seller, Angels &
Demons.
My impression, though, is that at an
even deeper level Dan Brown is attacking
Christianity itself, not just the Roman
church. He’s certainly questioning the

reliability and authority of the Bible. He
does that by implying that the whole of
the New Testament is a massive cover-up.
At the deepest level he is really denying
the resurrection of Christ because fundamental to the whole theme of the book is
that there is a marriage between the notexecuted and not-risen Jesus, and Mary
Magdalene. And then there is the issue of
their alleged offspring (a daughter called
Sarah) and the Holy Grail. So the book
constitutes a serious assault on the historical foundations of the New Testament
and Christianity itself. I am sure that’s one
of the reasons for the interest that has
been generated in the book.

One reviewer has said The Da Vinci
Code is essentially a 454-page diatribe
against Christianity and Roman
Catholicism in particular. Is that a
fair assessment?

It’s a reasonably accurate one but I
would question the use of the word “diatribe”. A diatribe is a term with a special
meaning – a very overt attack on something. The cleverness of The Da Vinci
Code is that it’s not an overt attack; it’s a
concealed, indirect assault. The real attack
lies beneath a gripping story. It is certainly
a massive assault on the Roman Catholic
church.
As I have been reflecting recently on
Brown’s success with the book the
thought occurred to me that its publication coincided with the release of Mel
Gibson’s movie, The Passion, which was a
great success in raising people’s awareness
of the story of Jesus’ death and resurrection. Dan Brown’s book came out around
the same time. If, as Paul says, “our warfare is not against flesh and blood but
against spiritual powers and principalities”, then it’s possible to see this book as
a strong spiritual counter-attack by the
forces of darkness. Gibson’s film was very
confronting. I suppose we shouldn’t be
surprised that the evil one would seek to
confuse as many people as possible when
everyone is talking so openly about Jesus,
both in the lead-up to the film and following it. Again, I think there’s another
reason behind its popularity – many people want to believe it. They are running
from the light, and Brown provides them
with some apparently convincing excuses
to reject Christianity.

Brown bases many of his claims on a
number of other books which he
refers to in The Da Vinci Code.
Foremost among them is Holy Blood,
Holy Grail by Michael Baigent,

Richard Leigh and Henry Lincoln. Is
that a reliable and authoritative book
for information on the New
Testament?

No, it’s not. Mind you, it’s a long time
since I’ve looked at Baigent’s book. My
impression is that Dan Brown’s book
depends very heavily on the claims of
Baigent’s earlier work. The simple fact is
that without Holy Blood, Holy Grail
there would be no Da Vinci Code. The
problem with Holy Blood, Holy Grail is
that it is based on dubious research and is
entirely conjectural in the romantic connection that it
makes between
Jesus and Mary
The whole idea
Magdalene.
of the Holy
There is cerGrail is nothing
tainly no sugmore than
gestion
anywhere in the
a piece of
New Testament
medieval
that Jesus was
romance.
married to Mary
and that they
had a daughter,
Sarah. Further, the evidence is even more
fanciful when Baigent contends that Sarah
was taken to France and has some connection with the Merovingian dynasty.
There is just no basis for this at all.
The whole idea of the Holy Grail –
which many people think of as the cup
Jesus used at the Last Supper but which
Brown says is an allegory for the quest to
kneel before the bones of Mary
Magdalene – is nothing more than a piece
of medieval romance. There is no such
thing as the Holy Grail; further, there is
no historical evidence for it. Steven
Spielberg is the person responsible for
bringing the myth of the Holy Grail into
popular culture today through his very
successful Indiana Jones movies.
You may have seen a very humorous
movie made by the BBC and aired on the
ABC, of all places. It was produced by
someone who actually investigated the
Priory of Sion, the Knights Templar, the
book, Holy Blood, Holy Grail etc, and in
a humorous way exposed the whole thing
as completely conjectural. The film also
showed interviews of world experts on
Leonardo da Vinci who exposed Brown’s
claim that Leonardo’s portrait of Mona
Lisa was in fact a self-portrait and contained a subtle message of androgyny.
They discounted Brown’s claims as farfetched theories which have no factual
basis at all.

Do you think that one of the reasons

that the claims of The Da Vinci Code
are taken so seriously is related to the
literary structure of the book? The
reader almost gets half-way into the
book before Brown begins to introduce obviously false information
about Christianity.

I think the genius of Brown’s book is
that he is able to introduce errors in such
an unsuspecting way. His technique is to
get the reader to believe everything he
says by saying at the very outset: “FACT:
…All descriptions of artwork, architecture, documents, and secret rituals in this
novel are accurate.” Then he writes in
such a compelling way that he gets people
hooked with the plot. It is only after he
has taken the reader on a reasonably long
journey into the story that he begins to
peddle all his falsehoods. He has a very
skilful technique in doing this. Whereas
some books are an overt, frontal attack on
Christianity, this book isn’t. That’s why I
believe that it is extraordinarily dangerous.
However, I must say that I was consoled somewhat last week when on ABC
radio Richard Glover and James Valentine
did a very funny spoof on The Da Vinci
Code. They were making a joke of
Brown’s claim that Leonardo da Vinci
thought that he was, in part, a woman.
They tried to put it into a modern context
by suggesting that Sir Donald Bradman
was actually a woman and that ABC commentators tried to hide the fact by making
background noises which were supposed
to disguise the rustling of his dress as he
was running between the wickets. They
also suggested that Bradman was married
to Harold Larwood and that there had
been a conspiracy between the cricket fraternity, Free Masonry and ABC commentators to keep this a secret. They went on
to say that there is actually a secret door in
the Bradman Museum in Bowral where
one day the terrible truth about Don
Bradman as a woman will be fully
revealed. And what is more, they joked, if
you look at a photograph of Sir Donald
and remove his eyebrows and other
touched-up features, you will actually find
a female face. So these guys were having a
ball laughing and joking about the ridiculous claims in The Da Vinci Code. They
had obviously worked out what the The
Da Vinci Code was – a nonsense. So I can
only hope that there are more sensible
people in the wider community who are
equally discerning thinkers and are able to
ask the right questions.

Do you have any problem with the
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way that Doubleday Books and the
media have presented it has a factbased expose of how the church has
been hiding the real truth about
Christianity?

I think most people have lost confidence in the integrity of major publishing
houses in terms of what they publish. By
and large they are not interested in publishing truth. The bottom line for them is
profit. That’s why they’re desperate for
the sort of books that Dan Brown writes.
He has been a real cash-cow for them.

We all agree that Dan Brown can tell
a good yarn. But is he reliable as an
historian?

Once again, I can only refer your readers to the BBC documentary on The Da
Vinci Code. You can get it in ABC shops.
It’s worthwhile trying to get hold of.
Although it’s written in a fairly humorous
way, it’s extremely useful in providing us
with the views of many experts from different universities who dispute Brown’s
claims that his material is historical.
Clearly, no single person can be an authoritative expert in all the fields that Brown
depends upon for his conspiracy theory.
However, I happen to know a fair bit
about one of those fields, namely,
Christian origins. I can assure your readers that in the area of Christian origins he
has made mistake after mistake after mistake. And other people who are recognised authorities in their fields say exactly
the same thing.

How do you account for the fact that
there are so many admirers of Dan
Brown as an historian? Do you think
he is riding the current wave of revulsion against the Roman Catholic
Church?

It’s tempting to think that, isn’t it? But
the death of Pope John Paul II and the
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world-wide interest in his funeral indicate
that there is huge support for the papacy
and Roman Catholicism. Although John
Paul II was a radical conservative, his traditionalist views were hugely respected
and he was extremely popular. It may be
that Brown’s book represents a sectional
revulsion against the Roman Catholic
church. Or perhaps it is more a secular
revulsion to Christianity. I’m not convinced that this sense of revulsion is universal; I think Mel Gibson’s movie indicates that there is enough interest from
the other side. But certainly Brown would
speak for a substantial number of people
who are disenchanted with the Roman
church.

Generally,
Christians are
not quick
enough to
know what is
being said in
the wider
community.
Is there an explanation for why so
few people are actually questioning
Brown’s historical accuracy?

I would make two comments on this
issue. I think the first reason why so few
people are questioning Brown’s claims to
historical accuracy is that he taps into such
a dazzling array of different spheres of
interest like the Priory of Sion, Leonardo
da Vinci, etc, etc. I think most of us feel
very intimidated when he does this
because we know so little about such wide
areas of knowledge. We feel completely
unqualified to challenge Brown’s assertions.
The other point I’d make is that
Christians, for the most part, are really
out of touch with the ideas that are influencing mainstream society. For the most
part, Christians seem to be intellectually
disengaged from a lot of modern thought.
Generally speaking, we are not quick
enough to know what is being said in the
wider community.

The Da Vinci Code contains some
novel ideas on the status of Mary
Magdalene in the early church. Is
there any hint in the New Testament
that Jesus chose her to lead the
church but it expelled her because
Peter felt upset by her authority and
started spreading lies?
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No, there isn’t. Brown’s claims in The
Da Vinci Code are largely rooted in the
misinformation and legends that were
taught about Mary amongst Gnostics in
the first few centuries after the death of
Jesus.
Gnosticism was a powerful philosophical movement that affected the early
church. It appeared a couple of hundred
years after New Testament times and
became a major force in the GrecoRoman world. Gnosticism used a lot of
the terminology from the Bible and certainly identified key figures from the New
Testament like Mary and Peter. It had a
number of core beliefs which involved the
merging of male and female together into
one asexual being, which in turn through
some Gnostic process was absorbed into
God. Gnosticism was really a kind of
proto-theism in many ways; it was a reaction against the patriarchal view of God.
And Mary was considered the archetypal,
predominant female. In Gnosticism Mary
is seen to be a consort with Christ, set
over and against Peter. She is regarded as
the first witness to the resurrection. So
Mary becomes something of a hero, a
cult-figure in Gnosticism. I guess this
explains why Pope Gregory was so critical
of Mary in the sixth century.
The influence of Gnosticism was quite
widespread in the early centuries of the
church and was rightly perceived to be a
threat by Christians such as Irenaeus, who
regarded themselves as standing in the
New Testament tradition. The orthodox
tried to counter Gnosticism by producing
the Apostles’ and Nicene creeds which
stressed the historicity of the incarnation,
death and resurrection of Christ.
If we go back into the New Testament
era we discover that Mary is never called
“Mary Magdalene”; she was referred to as
Mary of Magdala, which is a town midway
between Capernaum and Tiberius, a fishing town.
According to Luke 8 she was one of a
group of wealthy women who provided
financial support for Jesus and his disciples. She is said to be one from whom
seven spirits were cast out. We don’t
know her age; it is quite possible she was
an older person who was reasonably welloff. Further, there is no compelling reason
to connect her with the woman in Luke 7
who anointed Jesus’ feet.
She is prominent in John 19 and 20,
which is the only place she appears in
John’s gospel. She is also referred to as
one of the four women who come to the
cross. She comes into prominence in John
20 with Joseph from Arimathea and

Nicodemus who were all wealthy men
and concerned that Jesus received a
proper burial. The most likely explanation
for the high profile of Joseph, Nicodemus
and Mary in John’s gospel was the wellknown historical basis of their practical
concern that the Lord be honoured in
burial. And then Mary is doubly honoured in that she is represented by John as
the first human being to witness the risen
Lord Jesus. Further, she is actually commissioned by Christ to get the message to
some less than courageous male disciples.
And, of course, some people have called
her the apostle to the apostles, which in
my opinion is overstating it a bit. But she
is clearly honoured in John’s gospel.
However, to make a jump from these
gospel references and to claim some
romantic connection between the Lord
and Mary is completely unwarranted.
There is no historical basis for it at all. It’s
reading sexuality into something that simply isn’t there.

Is there any substance to The Da
Vinci Code’s claims that Mary of
Madgala escaped to France and gave
birth to a daughter?

Absolutely not! Yet that is one of the
central planks on which the whole plot of
The Da Vinci Code is based. However,
there is not a skerrick of evidence to substantiate any of it. The whole idea has
been promoted by Michael Baigent in
Holy Blood, Holy Grail, but as I said
before, Baigent and his fellow authors do
not work as real historians.

Dan Brown claims that the Christian
Sabbath has pagan origins. He says
Christianity honoured the Jewish
Sabbath as a Saturday, but
Constantine changed it. Is he right?

No, Brown is wrong about early
Christian history again. The New
Testament makes it clear that the resurrection of Jesus took place on the first day of
the week. All the gospels are very clear
about this.
Further, it was on the first day of the
week when the disciples were meeting in
the upper room that the risen Lord came
to them. Thomas was now present. Again,
Jesus came to two of his disciples on the
road to Emmaus on the first day of the
week. You will remember that he not only
explained the meaning of the Scriptures to
them, but he also revealed himself to them
in the breaking of the bread.
These earliest meetings of Jesus with
his disciples on the first day of the week
were like a prototype of what became the

Lord’s Day in the early church. The earliest Christians seemed to have gathered on
the first day of the week because this was
the day when Jesus first appeared to them.
And all the indications are that the first
day of the week was Sunday. This has
been the unbroken practice of Christians
for the last 2000 years and it goes all the
way back to the first Easter Day.

Dan Brown claims that the Bible was
collated by Emperor Constantine,
who he says was head-priest of the
Roman religion of Sun worship. Is
that accurate?
No,
again
Dan Brown is
wrong. What we
You could read
call the Old
almost the
Testament was
whole New
recognised as
Testament
such in Jesus’
day. This means
in the early
that the canon of
Church
the
Old
Fathers’
Testament was
quotations.
already closed.
In other words,
all the books of
the Old Testament had already been
determined.
The books of the New Testament were
most likely written on an “as needed”
basis and they were recognised by those
who received them as being apostolic and
authoritative. They were read in churches,
and over a period of time went through a
sifting process by which the church came
to a common position on which books
had divine authority. Certain of these
writings were regarded as canonical, along
with the Old Testament, while others
were treated as edifying but not authoritative for faith and practice.
As far as the New Testament is concerned, it had already begun to take shape
by the end of the first century. This was
almost two centuries before Constantine
appeared on the scene. We also know that

some of the early church fathers like
Irenaeus (AD 180) and Origen (AD 230)
had confirmed the four Gospels as canonical and had drawn up lists of what New
Testament books were regarded as authoritative in the churches. While this process
may not have been finally completed and
agreed upon until after Constantine’s
reign, it is simply not true to say that
Constantine was responsible for collating
the New Testament or the Bible as a
whole.

Brown also claims that the Christian
Scriptures evolved through countless
translations, editions and revisions.
He says there has never been a definitive edition of the Bible. Is he right?

No, he’s not. I believe the science of
textual criticism would strongly refute his
claims. We have some very early Christian
texts such as Papyrus 45 and 46 in the
Greek. These texts date from the middlelate second century, which is not much
more than 100 years after Jesus. Early
Christian writers like Clement of Rome,
Ignatius and Polycarp come immediately
after the end of the New Testament
period. Between them all they quote from
or refer to every book in the New
Testament. So in effect, all 27 books of
the New Testament are received. And this
occurs definitely by the time of Polycarp.
In addition to that, there are copious quotations from New Testament books in the
early Church Fathers. In fact, if you look
at the early Church Fathers in the second
century, it is said you could read almost
the whole of the New Testament just by
reading their quotations. So Brown, again,
is making claims that are unhistorical.

What about his claim that
Constantine commissioned a new
Bible which omitted those gospels
that spoke of Jesus’ human traits so
that he would appear more God-like?
Did Constantine do anything to
reconstruct the New Testament?

th e p r e s byte r i a n ch u rch o f v i c to r i a ’ s
h om e m is s i o n com m i tte e i s se e k i n g a n

Evangelism Officer

The successful candidate will demonstrate a clear calling to evangelism, and to
mentoring others whom God has called to share their faith. He must be a seasoned
evangelist with a history that backs his call. The evangelist will be a self-motivated person
with the ability to coordinate his own schedule, seeking to address the needs of the wider
Presbyterian Church in both church plants and existing churches. Travel and time away
from home will be necessary as he will be working with churches throughout the state.
For information contact: Rev. Dr. Robert L. Carner
(03) 9655 1406 or 0419 780 810
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I am not aware of any records that suggest that this took place. The early
Church was constantly on its guard
against Gnosticism so I find it hard to
understand how he could justify such a
claim. The early Fathers such as Irenaeus
reacted strongly against Gnosticism so
there was a clear distinction from the
beginning about what was orthodox and
which of the Gospels were canonical.
Brown is not being faithful with the facts.

The Da Vinci Code claims that
Judaism and Christianity are strongly
patriarchal in their representations of
society and social order. However,
Brown insists that biblical religion at
its earliest point had a feminine element to it which found expression in
ritualistic sex in the temple. Any
comments?

There are two issues that need to be
dealt with here. The first relates to his
claim that somehow the Bible or Jewish
tradition sanctions the notion of ritualistic sex. I think this is quite untrue. It is
true that in the period after the conquest
under Joshua, the people of Israel struggled with the attractions of Canaanite religion and its fertility rites. But nowhere in
the Bible do we find any teaching that
would sanction such practices. Instead,
we find express warnings about the dangers of other religions and prohibitions on
following any of their practices. This is
certainly true in the time of the classical
prophets and it is certainly reflected in the
Jewish literature of the Mishnah and the
Talmud. The simple fact is that the Jews
had very strict ideas about sex and there
was no latitude given to Canaanite sexual

practices in the Bible.
The second issue has to do with
Brown’s idea that Christianity is strongly
patriarchal and biased against women.
Even there though the apostle Paul
believed that a person’s sexuality had a
bearing on their particular calling or form
of service within the church, his views on
sexuality were uncharacteristic of mainstream Judaism. For instance, Paul
strongly encouraged women to learn the
Bible and fully participate in Christian
worship although this would have been
contrary to Jewish practice at that time.
Again, it is very
interesting as we
read the New
to
It is ridiculous Testament
note
the
promito suggest that
the church nent role that
women played in
was in two the development
minds about of the early
Jesus’ deity. Christian movement. So the idea
that the New
Testament
is
patriarchal and downplays the role of
women is laughable in the light of Paul’s
careful teaching and his divergence from
centuries of Jewish tradition.

Is Brown right when he claims that
the church didn’t decide until AD
325 at the Council of Nicaea that
Jesus was divine?

This is one of the most serious errors
in Brown’s book. It is ridiculous to suggest that the church was in two minds
about Jesus’ deity until the Council of
Nicaea in AD 325. The New Testament is
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absolutely convinced that Jesus was Lord
and God. We see Thomas on the second
Sunday after the resurrection being confronted by the risen Jesus and worshiping
him in exactly those terms, “My Lord, and
my God”. We discover that the New
Testament writers like Peter and Paul
quote Old Testament texts that refer to
Jehovah, Yahweh, but now actually identify Jesus with those texts. Again and
again we see Jesus being referred to as
God. So we are not surprised to see the
emergence of the Christian doctrine of
the Trinity quite early on. Dan Brown’s
idea that it wasn’t till centuries afterwards
is not true.

Brown claims that the official church
has been involved in relentless suppression of women throughout the
ages – women scholars, priestesses,
mystics, nature lovers etc. Is there
any truth in his claims? To what
extent was the church responsible for
witch-hunts?

I’m happy to comment on the witchcraft element and I would refer people to
a marvellous book by Rodney Stark called
To The Glory of God. It is the companion
to his earlier book, the Rise of Christianity.
The Glory of God has two very extensive
sections on Christianity and slavery and
Christianity and witchcraft. Stark is able
to document these issues in a way that
reveals that at many, many points it was
the church who intervened to prevent
persecution, or at least to mitigate it. I
think we have to acknowledge that there
have been some terrible things which have
been done in the name of Christianity;
and we should have a sense of shame
about those things where they are true.
But on the other hand, it is very easy for
writers like Dan Brown to overstate a
case. In this regard Stark shows how this
has been done in relation to the claims
that Christianity has suppressed science. I
think his treatment is brilliant. I warmly
ap
recommend his books.
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Fact or fiction?
Paranoia and conspiracy theories are not reliable history.

D

an Brown’s “historical” novel The
Da Vinci Code was published in
2003, and has been at the top of
the best-seller lists ever since. A
year after its publication, it had sold
almost six million hardback copies. The
movie is on the way, directed by Ron
Howard. The book is a gripping murder
mystery, with an extraordinary number of
events compressed into a period of little
more than 24 hours.
As a thriller, it succeeds at one level,
with each of the 105 chapters (followed
by an epilogue) ending in such a way that
the reader feels compelled to read on.
With suspense, conspiracies, and a touch
of romance (albeit more Gnostic than
physical!), it is a real page-turner. Having
said that, the plot is clever but contrived,
the story line is far-fetched, and the ending is particularly lame.
The message of the novel is that, in the
words of Sir Leigh Teabing, “almost
everything our fathers taught us about
Christ is false”. Or, in the words of Robert
Langdon, “every faith in the world is
based on fabrication”. “Those who truly
understand their faith understand the stories are metaphorical.” The reader is
meant to be swept along with the belief
that the Bible is a male plot against
women, and the real Jesus was a feminist
before his time. “Real Christianity” is not
what William Wilberforce thought it was –
evangelicalism – but a mixture of goddess
worship with what Brown thinks is
Gnosticism.

A

nimated by paranoia and armed with a
conspiratorial view of history, Dan
Brown draws his readers into the “real”
facts – that Jesus had sexual relations with
Mary Magdalene, that the Bible was
decided upon in the days of the emperor
Constantine (who died in AD 337), and
that in 325 the Council of Nicaea voted
that Jesus was divine, in a kind of ecclesiastical promotion, all to serve the interests
of the male bishops. Mary Magdalene herself is supposed to be the Holy Grail – a
secret guarded by the Priory of Sion. One
can understand the sarcasm of the
extreme liberal John Dominic Crossan,
who has quoted the ancient and venerable
principle of biblical exegesis, which states

Peter
Barnes
that if it looks like a duck, walks like a
duck, and quacks like a duck, it must be a
camel in disguise.
Sir Leigh Teabing, who appears initially
as the eccentric English historian of the
Holy Grail, makes the most unhistorical
claim concerning the Council of Nicaea in
A.D. 325: “until that moment in history,
Jesus was viewed by His followers as a
mortal prophet
… a great and
powerful man,
It is true that
but a man neverthere was a
theless. A morCouncil of
tal.”
Sophie
Nicaea in
Neveu’s breathless response is:
325. After
“Hold on. You’re
that, Teabing
saying
Jesus’
gets nothing
divinity was the
right.
result of a vote?”
Undeterred,
Teabing pontificates on without batting an eyelid: “A relatively close vote at that”. He even adds
that the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Nag
Hammadi texts reveal a human Jesus. The
reader is meant to understand that Sophie
Neveu has just been initiated into what
her name implies – new wisdom. As we
shall see, the adjective is more appropriate
than the noun.
How do we unpack all that? What is
history and what is fiction? The short
answer is that it is almost entirely fiction.
It is true that there was a Council of
Nicaea in 325. After that, Teabing gets
nothing right. The council was called
because a presbyter named Arius, who
worked in Alexandria in Egypt, came to
the view that Christ is the first created
being. About the year 318 Arius was busy
preaching that God created Christ, then
the Holy Spirit, then the world. Like the
modern day Jehovah’s Witnesses, Arius
viewed Christ as the highest of the angels,
not the divine Word made flesh. Whatever
Arius’ deficiencies as a theologian, he certainly did not teach that Jesus was simply

a mortal prophet. Neither side in the
debate believed anything remotely as low
key as that.
Nor was the vote a relatively close one.
We are not sure how many bishops were
at Nicaea as no minutes have survived.
Eusebius thought that 250 bishops
attended the council but Sozomen put the
figure at 300. How many supported
Arius? Sozomen writes that 17 supported
Arius at the opening of the council, but
only five bishops refused to sign the creed
and/or the attached anti-Arian anathemas.
So it seems that Teabing’s mathematical
skills rival his expertise in history.
What about the Dead Sea Scrolls,
which were discovered in 1947, not the
1950s? They predate the New Testament,
so one must conclude – not surprisingly –
that they simply do not mention Jesus.
The Teacher of Righteousness is not John
the Baptist, and Jesus is not the Wicked
Priest. The Nag Hammadi texts are different, however. They come from the second century and later, and are full of references to Christ. Gnosticism is a dualistic view of life, where spirit is seen as
divine, and matter (flesh) as evil. This
means that the Gnostics rejected the
incarnation, and in the Gnostic scheme of
things Christ is a divine spirit, not God
made man. The Gnostic Christ, like
Teabing’s, is a long way from the Christ of
the Gospels, but for different reasons.

W

hen it comes to the Bible, this, says
Teabing, is a work of man: “The
Bible did not arrive by fax from heaven.”
His claim is that “it has evolved through
countless translations, additions and revisions”. Teabing asserts that there were
more than 80 Gospels, but Constantine
ordered a new Bible and had all the earlier
Gospels burnt. He also refers to a “legendary Q document”.
In reply, a number of points need to be
made:
(a) The Bible has not evolved through
translations. Translations usually go back
to the early Hebrew and Greek texts. A
worthwhile translation is not a translation
of a translation.
(b) There is some genuine debate over
some verses, but there is not one
Christian doctrine under threat in this
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debate. All the major Christian doctrines
– such as the resurrection of Christ – are
taught in many places in Scripture.
(c) There are more than 5000 Greek
manuscripts but 8000 or so incomplete
manuscripts, plus quotations from the
early Church Fathers, plus early translations into other languages besides Greek.
That is a huge number of manuscripts.
There is no other piece of ancient literature which comes anywhere near that. For
Caesar’s Gallic War, for example, there are
9 or 10 good manuscripts. That is typical
for ancient writers, but not for the New
Testament. The only work which comes
anywhere near the New Testament is
Homer’s Iliad, which has 643 copies,
which is still a long way short of the New
Testament’s 5000 basic copies plus others.
The New Testament translator has more
manuscripts to deal with than he can reasonably handle.
(d) There were only ever four Gospels.
In his Against Heresies, Irenaeus of Lyons
– who flourished around AD 180 – contributed to the emerging pattern of orthodoxy. He asserted that there were only
four Gospels because there were only four
world zones, four winds, and four faces
on the cherubim. His reasoning may seem
less than incontrovertible, but the important thing is that, speaking for the
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Church, he was certain that there were
only ever four authentic and authoritative
Gospels. They were accepted well before
Constantine was even born.
(e) Q is a hypothetical document referring to material common to Matthew and
Luke but not in Mark. Its supposed existence is of almost no consequence to bib-

There is a
problem of
logic here,
apart from a
multitude
of other
problems.

lical criticism. One may accept or dismiss
that Q exists, and still hold to the full
authority of Scripture – and vice versa.
Brown is relying on the so-called
Gnostic Gospels, none of which can be
dated in the first century and none of
which can be regarded as reliable, let alone
authoritative. He specifically mentions the
Gospel of Philip and the Gospel of Mary
Magdalene. His assertion, through
Teabing, is that the Gnostics remained

faithful to the original history of Christ.
They also supposedly tell of Christ kissing
Mary on the lips often. In fact, the text of
the Gospel of Philip is quite broken and
dislocated, and reads: “And the companion
of the […] Mary Magdalene. […loved]
her more than [all] the disciples [and used
to] kiss her [often] on her […].”
One may assume that it is Jesus who is
kissing Mary, but it does not say that it is
on her mouth. Greeting someone with a
holy kiss was common practice in the
early Church (Rom. 16:16; 1 Pet. 5:14). If
more is meant, one needs to recall the
Gnostic practice of allegorising Scripture.
The Gnostics relied on “hidden” meanings, and one of their practices was the socalled “bridal chamber” where the physical represents the spiritual. The text is
meant to be read allegorically.
Nevertheless, the main point must remain
that, even if the Gospel of Philip was trying
to say something serious about literal history – which is unlikely – its credibility
rating is not high.
Brown gives the wrong impression of
the Gnostics. Because of their dualism,
the Gnostics rejected the humanity of
Christ. Christ appears rather like the old
Phantom – “the ghost who walks”. For
example, in the Acts of John it is said of
Jesus: “I will tell you another glory,
brethren; sometimes when I meant to
touch him I encountered a material, solid
body; but at other times again when I felt
him, his substance was immaterial and
incorporeal, and as if it did not exist at all.”
His footprint never appeared on the
ground.

T

o the dualistic Gnostic, God could
not be the creator; the Word could
not become flesh and dwell among us;
Christ could not suffer on the cross; and
the body could not be redeemed. It was
widely believed in Gnostic circles that
Christ did not suffer on the cross but
escaped his body, and laughed at the ignorance of those who thought that he had
been crucified.
The Gnostic writings – which are not
all professing Gospels – are also to be
dated far later than the New Testament.
The Gospel of Philip, for example, dates
from about A.D. 250. All Gnostic writings are to be dated well after the New
Testament period.
Some modern scholars with agendas,
such as Elaine Pagels and Karen King,
think that the Gnostics were for the liberation of women. However, the Jesus of
the Gospel of Thomas promises: “For
every woman who will make herself male
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T

he real Mary is not said to be the
woman who was a sinner in Luke 7:3650 nor Mary of Bethany in John 12:1-8,
but one out of whom Christ cast seven
demons (Luke 8:2-3). She is a saint, not a
demon, in the Roman Catholic and
Eastern Orthodox Churches, and has
churches named after her. In the New
Testament, she is hardly dismissed as a
whore. She is present at the cross (Mt.
27:55-56) and at the resurrection (Mt.
28:1; Luke 24:10). Indeed, in recording
one of Jesus’ resurrection appearances,
John centres on her alone (John 20:11-18).
According to The Da Vinci Code,

PLC
M E L B O U R N E

Mary Magdalene, not Peter, was the real
rock of the Church. There was a rivalry
between Mary and Peter, and ultimately
Peter won out. Jesus is portrayed as “the
original feminist”, but the Church
invented the Bible to suppress women.
There is a problem of logic here, apart
from a multitude of other problems. The
Jesus of the Gnostic documents is hardly
a feminist, and
Such a
yet the Bible was
message is
supposedly written to suppress
likely to be
women. Where,
welcomed by
then, is this femimodern males
nist Jesus to be
high on testosfound? Not in
terone, but
the Gnostic texts
not by more
nor in the New
discerning
Testament. The
ladies.
one place remaining is Brown’s
own imagination. The Jesus he writes
about is one that he has invented.
Brown claims via Langdon that five
million women were tortured and burned
at the stake by the Church over 300 years.
In actual fact, the dreadful witch trials,
from 1450 to 1750, probably claimed
more like 40,000 to 50,000 lives, with
about 20 per cent of them being men.
Conspiratorial views of history are fictional views of history.

According to Teabing, “Genesis was
the beginning of the end for the goddess”.
The claim is even made that Shekinah was
originally the consort of Jehovah – a claim
that is so nonsensical that it is difficult to
respond to. Simon Cox also asserts, with
far more boldness than evidence, that
“The goddess can truly claim to be the
original and oldest deity” (Cracking the
Da Vinci Code).
Langdon tells Sophie who had been
disgusted on stumbling across her grandfather’s involvement in a sexual ritual:
“What you saw was not about sex, it was
about spirituality. The Hieros Gamos ritual is not a perversion. It’s a deeply sacrosanct ceremony.” In the end, Langdon (or
Brown) is proclaiming an ancient message
– that the way to the divine is via the sexual act. Such a message is likely to be welcomed by modern males high on testosterone, but not by the more discerning
ladies about town. The Da Vinci Code is
indeed fiction, but not exactly pure fiction.
H. L. Mencken once defined an historian as “an unsuccessful novelist”. Dan
Brown may illustrate that a novelist can be
an unsuccessful historian.
Peter Barnes, books editor of AP, is minister of Revesby Presbyterian Church,
ap
Sydney.

Make a Start at Year 7
Starting at PLC in Year 7 will open up a world of possibilities
for your daughter.
At PLC, as well as developing strong learning skills, she can shoot goals
at netball or 'command' a canoe on Year 7 camp. She can try her hand
at composing music, help paint a backdrop for House Concerts or plant
a new tree to help revitalise our natural environment.
She can try all of these possibilities and much more and make
lifelong friends along the way.
To join us for a personal tour of the College,
please contact the Registrar on 9808 5811.
243PLC

will enter the Kingdom of Heaven” (saying 114). Contrary to the impression left
by Brown, all dualistic heresies down
through the ages have tended to be
fiercely misogynist. The perfecti of the
medieval Cathars were vegetarian and celibate, and generally hostile to women.
Mary Magdalene is supposed to have
given birth to Sarah in Gaul, thus beginning the Merovingian line – the kings with
the long hair! – which continued with
Godefroi de Bouillon, the founder of the
Priory of Sion. The Holy Grail is not a
cup, but a person, Mary Magdalene.
Ultimately, “the quest for the Holy Grail
is the quest to kneel before the bones of
Mary Magdalene”.

Presbyterian Ladies’ College
141 Burwood Highway, Burwood 3125
Phone (03) 9808 5811 Fax (03) 9808 5998 Web site: www.plc.vic.edu.au
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It’s our fault
Dan Brown’s message feeds on the church’s failure.

W

hen an author has all four of his
published works in the top 10
of bookseller lists for nearly a
year, a certain amount of attention is owed. The name Dan Brown is
commonplace now, thanks to the extraordinary success of a novel about the quest
for the Holy Grail. While many
Christians have protested against the
novel’s success, and are even now picketing its filming at Lincoln Cathedral, apologists are calling it the book sent from
heaven. The Da Vinci Code is perhaps the
most obvious point of contact between
Christianity and the reading world at this
point in history.
For those not among the 25 million
plus readers, The Da Vinci Code is a murder mystery which also offers an alternative version of Christianity in which Jesus
did not rise from the dead, was married,
and embraced certain Gnostic and pagan
views of the world, particularly those
which give a high religious function to
“the sacred feminine”. It is not a new
alternative history (in fact, Dan Brown is
being sued by a number of previous
authors for unfair borrowing), but it has

Greg
Clarke
never before attracted the attention that it
is getting this time round.
Why so? Why is this (it must be said)
poorly written and pompous holiday pageturner on the verge of becoming the bestselling adult novel in its year of release ever?
Lynn Garrett,
The accounts the religion editor
of ancient his- for Publisher’s
tory given by Weekly offers a
the character convincing explaSir Leigh nation of the
novel’s success in
Teabing are so the States, which
poor that he I suspect holds
would fail a e l s e w h e r e :
Year 10 “Americans are a
history essay. religious people,
but they’re suspicious of institutional religion, which,
given our history, is not surprising.”
Dr Stephen Prothero of Boston
University says: “ The Da Vinci Code participates in the ‘religion-bad, spiritualitygood’ model. It provides a way to be spiritual while tapping into your suspicions
about the Church”.
Dan Brown has located the spiritual
mood of the time. It is postmodern in its
attitude to knowledge, sitting loosely to
“truth” and convinced that institutions
use and abuse their power, keeping secrets
from people and hiding horrors (take paedophilia, for instance). It also taps into the
sense that the church ignores, abuses and
degrades women — and that religion
would be better off with a larger “feminine” dimension, whatever that might
entail. And it wants to recover some of
the mystery — the symbolism, the ritual,
the exploration — of religion, which is
perceived to have become domestic and
the domain of eager politicians and suburban white-breads.
All of which leads me to feel that, as a
Christian with a voice, I should say something.
Sorry.
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Sorry to all of those readers who do
feel like the church abuses its power,
ignores women and generally makes
Christianity unattractive. Sorry if we have
made Christianity look hypocritical, like a
club that will do anything to protect its
own. And sorry that in some institutions
half the human race doesn’t feel like it has
its rightful place.
There is a lot to be deeply, genuinely
sorry about.
But, if the apology will be accepted, I
can then plead that readers not take as
gospel the history and theology that Dan
Brown is spouting. With just a tiny bit of
thinking and research, anyone can see that
this novel is based on bizarrely twisted
attempts at scholarship. The Da Vinci
Code takes the most speculative documents of the ancient world, the Gnostic
Scriptures, and depicts them as our most
reliable source of information about Jesus.
It argues the old theory that Jesus and
Mary Magdalene were married, and had a
child, and that Mary and Sarah went to
live in France when Jesus was cruficified
(no resurrection, of course). There is no
evidence for these claims, just some wild
reconstructions based on a few fragments
of manuscripts and some statues.

F

urthermore, the accounts of ancient
history given by the character Sir
Leigh Teabing are so poor that he would
fail a Year 10 history essay. I don’t know
where this “Royal Historian” is supposed
to have received his academic training but,
really, they should close the place down!
There are a number of good critiques
of the novel by historians, but it must be
said that sometimes Christians have
missed the point in their responses to the
novel. The reason these books are popular
is that people feel peeved with the
Church. I hope that while the Dan Brown
phenomenon lasts, it will provide an
opportunity for genuine Christianity to
distance itself from some of its institutional follies. In doing so, the Jesus of history and faith will stand out.
Dr Greg Clarke is director of the Centre for
Apologetic Scholarship and Education at the
ap
University of NSW.
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A
timely
message
20 daily Bible studies
in 1 Corinthians 8-14

hese seven chapters of Paul’s first letter
to the Corinthians, though written nearly
2000 years ago, are especially relevant
to us today. There is much ignorance,
misunderstanding and confusion abroad in the
Church. God has set down in His word clear,
practical, uncomplicated instructions about how
we are to relate to each other, not only in our
everyday lives, but equally importantly, when
we come together in worship. The problems the
Apostle had to address in the Church at Corinth
are similar to problems we face also.
There is an urgent need today for discernment,
empathy, love, humility, and a generous decision
on the part of mature Christians to modify their
behaviour to accommodate the struggle new believers might be having with delicate issues. In an
over-reaction to the unhealthy formality of the
worship of a former generation we have allowed
our worship to become something that would not
stand up under the scrutiny of Paul’s “But everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way”
(14:40). We have let music have the same damaging effect that tongues-speaking was having in
Corinth and we long for a hymn with “five intelligent words to instruct others” rather than “ten
thousand words” that say nothing (14:19)!
Above all, we need to get back to the Bible. Would
The Da Vinci Code be able to have the impact it is
having in nominally “Christian” countries if people
were familiar with the clear Biblical truth about
Jesus as God has revealed to us in the Gospels?
May God’s Word mould our thinking as we work
through these chapters this month.
Bruce Christian4
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Eat your heart out... not!.

DAY 1
THE PASSAGE

1 CORINTHIANS 8:1-13

THE POINT Disputes in the Church are often best settled

relationally, not theologically. What really matters is not being
“right”, but how my actions will affect my brother’s (and my)
spiritual growth.
THE PARTICULARS

• Knowledge and pride are not good for each other (cf Gen.
3:5-7). Knowledge gives me a feeling of superiority, and the
more I let this happen the further I get from the real thing.
Genuine knowledge is firmly rooted in a loving relationship
with a God who knows all about us and is able to build us up in
love (1-3).
• Mature reasoning in a situation might lead me to the “cor-

rect” conclusion that I am perfectly free to do “x”; but concern
for the conscience of a Christian brother still struggling with
scruples or the “pull” of old superstitions may demand that I
refrain from “x” so that he is not offended or weakened in his
faith (4-7).
• There is only one God, the Father of the Lord Jesus Christ,
and everything has its source/meaning in this Father-Son God
(6).
• True godliness is not about observing rules and regulations (8).
• We are responsible for one another’s spiritual welfare (9-13).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Can you relate Paul’s principles here to ... watching movies?
... the use of alcohol? ... lifestyle? ... Sunday observance? ... etc?

Fair industrial relations.

DAY 2
THE PASSAGE

1 CORINTHIANS 9:1-14

THE POINT While explaining to the Corinthians that their

being set free in Christ from the superstitions of Greco-Roman
polytheism (ch. 8) does not give them liberty to ignore the sensitivities of others, Paul will take the opportunity to point out
that even he, as an Apostle, refuses to exercise his rights at others’ expense. But first he must establish with them the fact
that he is an Apostle, and what that would therefore entitle him
to expect from them.
THE PARTICULARS

• As far as the Church in Corinth is concerned Paul’s credentials as an Apostle of Christ are doubly proven. Not only has

Paul, like the recognised disciple-apostles, seen the Lord Jesus
himself (cf 15:7-8), but the very existence of a Church in
Corinth shows that the Lord has put His seal of approval on
him (1-2).
• The Church should always aim at consistency in the way it
provides for those involved in full-time Gospel ministry (3-6).
• In every calling and walk of life, a fair day’s work should be
rewarded with a fair day’s share of the proceeds. It is not surprising then that God inscribed this principle in his divine Law,
even to beasts of burden (7-10, see Deuteronomy 25:4).
• Exactly the same rule should apply to the more overtly “spiritual” work in the ongoing life of the people of God (11-14).

What price weddings?.

DAY 3
THE PASSAGE

1 CORINTHIANS 9:15-23

THE POINT Those of us in full-time ministry can identify

with the struggle Paul is having as he pens these words. There
are three forces pulling in tension: 1. People involved in Gospel
work have a God-given right to live off it; 2. People God
presses into full-time ministry don’t have a choice, and are
therefore not in a position to tender a price for their work; 3.
The Gospel of grace is by its very nature free, and therefore
should be offered freely to all. Paul acknowledges these tensions and challenges us to focus our ministry on what the
Gospel demands – winning souls for Christ – and to leave any
flow-on blessings in God’s hands.

THE PARTICULARS

• Paul was called by God to preach the Gospel to the Gentiles
(cf Acts 9:15; 26:16-18). So he sees himself as having no other
choice, being more like a slave than a paid hired hand (16-19).
• To be able to preach at no charge is reward enough (15, 18)!
• Effective soul-winning isn’t about upholding scruples (cf Ch.
8); we must identify fully with those we’re trying to reach (2023).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What should our attitude be to non Church members who
want to use the church/minister for a wedding? Is this a good
Gospel opportunity? What is the case for charging/not charging a fee?

Eyes on the Prize.

DAY 4
THE PASSAGE

1 CORINTHIANS 9:24-27

THE POINT Paul’s reflection on the tensions that exist

between rights and responsibilities in Gospel work (Chs. 8-9)
finally brings him to drive home to the Church that the bottom
line is commitment. We can argue all we like about the relative
merits of eating or abstaining, drawing a stipend or tent-making
(see Acts 18:1-4), but what really matters is how serious we are
about completing the job God has given us, finishing well with
our eyes on the prize.

in; he is not implying that there will only be 1 person in heaven
(24).
• If Olympic athletes are so disciplined to obtain what is only
fleeting glory, how much more effort should we put in in order
to obtain the lasting glory of eternal life in heaven (25-26).
• We must always hold in tension 2 equally clear Biblical truths:
firstly, that our eternal salvation is secure (cf John 10:28); and
secondly, the warning it gives against being complacent ( 27).

THE PARTICULARS

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• In the Christian “race”, every believer, by God’s grace, wins
the “prize”. Paul’s use of the athletics example is only to illustrate how hard we should run, how much effort we should put

• Is there a part of your life where some firm, disciplined
action is perhaps overdue to avoid the risk of being disqualified?
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1 CORINTHIANS 10:1-6

THE POINT Paul is concerned for the health of the Church.

He has appealed to the better nature of his readers to be concerned for the needs of others, particularly those tender in their
faith (Ch. 8); he has put forward his own testimony (Ch. 9).
Now he brings events in the history of God’s people Israel to
bear on his argument.
THE PARTICULARS

• In addressing the Christians at Corinth, both Jews and
Gentiles, Paul refers to Israel as “our forefathers” (1). This,
coupled with his identification of Christ with the fountain-rock
in the desert (4), shows that he sees the Church as the new
“Israel” and Israel as the OT “Church”. Israel’s whole future

1 CORINTHIANS 10:7-14

THE POINT We live in a God-defying world where Satan

works in a powerful and subtle way to undermine God’s rule.
Even God’s people need to be on their guard, as the history of
Israel clearly shows. The Church today needs to take special
note of Paul’s warning.
THE PARTICULARS

• There is a close link between sexual immorality, hedonism
and idolatry; our own society would do well to recognise this
(7-8).
• God does not treat such behaviour of His people lightly, or
let it go unpunished; Israel had to learn this lesson the hard way
(8).

1 CORINTHIANS 10:15-22

THE POINT A major problem affecting the Church’s witness

in some places today is the legacy of pioneer “missionaries”
who “christened” pagan customs/concepts instead of replacing
them totally with the new way of Christ. Easter eggs are an
early example of this sort of thing; the use of idols/icons is
another. Syncretism may seem to achieve more “converts”,
but at the cost of truth. Paul wants the Corinthian Church
(and us) to be aware of this danger.
THE PARTICULARS

• The symbols Jesus gave for His Church to use at the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper are a sign and seal of His covenant
relationship with her, of the love shown in His sacrificial death.

• God even treats grumbling and complaining against His gracious providence as a serious, punishable offence (9-10).
• Israel’s history, even in Jesus’ day, shows how easy it is for
God’s people to become complacent and hypocritical, unaware
of how much, and in what way, they are offending God (11-12).
• Everyone faces temptation; but in his faithfulness to His people God provides an “escape route”, making it possible for us
not to sin. Succumbing would be a deliberate act of disobedience (13).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Paul is addressing the Church in Corinth in strong, personal
terms. In what ways could his words be directly applied as
warnings to the Church today? Are we guilty of “idolatry”?

They have profound spiritual importance and meaning; through
them we are united to Him and to each other in a very special
way (16-17).
• Because there is only one God, the God of the Bible and the
Father of the Lord Jesus Christ, any worship not directed
specifically to Him on His terms must, by definition, be
demonic. Association with such worship in any way is therefore not neutral (18-21).
• These things ought to be obvious to all thinking believers
(15); if we still arrogantly do them we are on dangerous ground
(22).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Are any of your worship practices “dancing with demons”?

Love: the bottom-line criterion.

DAY 8
THE PASSAGE

is within the Church.
• The strong link between Israel and the Church is also seen in
the fact that both our sacraments, baptism and the Lord’s Supper,
are prefigured in God’s revelation of Himself in the OT (2-4).
• Being part of the nation God was leading through the desert
under Moses, and even sharing in all the blessings associated
with that experience, did not by itself qualify an individual for
entry into the Promised Land, as OT history has clearly shown.
What is needed is wholehearted commitment to the Lord (1-5).
• Those who overlook the value of the OT as relevant
Scripture for today are rejecting the gracious “pictures” or
“types” God is providing as warnings for His Church against
apostasy (6).

The danger of compromise.

DAY 7
THE PASSAGE

D Y

The danger of self-confidence.

DAY 6
THE PASSAGE

U

The (bad) example of Israel.

DAY 5
THE PASSAGE

T

1 CORINTHIANS 10:23-11:1

THE POINT We all have our pet ideas and theories about

“right” Christian conduct, and can very capably back them up
with Bible verses. But this counts for nothing if our behaviour
contributes to the hurt, or even downfall, of a fellow-believer.
The bottom-line criterion is love.
THE PARTICULARS

• It seems Christians in Corinth were using a slogan “everything is permissible” to justify questionable behaviour (cf 6:12).
Paul reminds them again of a higher “law” of brotherly love;
the criterion is: “How does this affect my fellow-believer?”(2324).
• Paul’s guiding principle is: it is God’s world so nothing He

has made for our nourishment/enjoyment is wrong itself; idols
are nothing, so they can’t affect any meat; but if there is any
known risk of an action offending (albeit wrongly) the scruples
of an oversensitive believer, it is no longer an option for me,
even if my conscience is clear, regardless of what others think
(25-30).
• The aim of all our actions must always be to glorify God (31).
• Paul’s pattern is the one we should all follow: the criterion
for behaviour is everyone else’s well-being and salvation (32-33,
1).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What habitual “OK” behaviour do you need to reassess
today?

AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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Heads, hats, hair & headship.

DAY 9
THE PASSAGE

1 CORINTHIANS 11:2-16

THE POINT This is a difficult and contentious passage, espe-

cially in the light of what Paul will say in 14:34f. Can women
prophesy/pray in public worship or not? Much confusion can
be removed if the preposition in vss 5 and 13 is translated as
“by” instead of “with” so that the point of the passage is: God
has built into the design of men and women a deliberate difference; in relationships man is always to exercise headship; hair
length is an outward display of this difference (see verses 1415); by cutting her hair short to look like a man (ie having her
head “uncovered”) a woman seems to be wanting to usurp the
man’s place in public worship as the only one directed by God
to prophesy/pray (as in 14:34f); on the other hand, if a man lets

his hair grow long to look like a woman (ie has his head “covered”) he is denying his God-given headship and so, by extension, dishonouring God’s authority.
THE PARTICULARS

• In spite of all he’s said, Paul is quite encouraged by the way
the Corinthians have responded to correction, and tells them
so (2).
• God established the order, God-Man-Woman, in Creation;
the same order is to be reflected in the life of the Church (3-10,
16).
• Nevertheless, as in Creation, there is a strong interdependence between men and women in the functioning of the
Church (11-12).

Pride comes before a fallout.

DAY 10
THE PASSAGE

1 CORINTHIANS 11:17-22

what unites us in the closest spiritual fellowship we can share
together. How sad it is when we turn this into something that
accentuates our differences, feeds our sinful appetites and
drives us further apart. Paul has strong words of warning for
the Christians in Corinth about these things, and they apply as
relevantly to us today.

flowed from it, against which he had written in 1:10-13 and 3:17 (19). If this is present then division in the fellowship is not
surprising (18).
• If we come to the Lord’s Table to create an impression on
others concerning our gifts/spirituality/prosperity, to serve our
own egos and appetites, without looking out for the needs of
others, we have missed the whole point of it (20-22, cf John
13:12-17).

THE PARTICULARS

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• The wrong or careless use of things God has given His Church
for blessing can turn them into a source of much harm (17).
• The fundamental cause of the problem Paul is about to
address was spiritual pride and the spirit of competition that

• Our celebration of the Lord’s Supper focuses on the symbolism of the bread and wine rather than its being a substantial fellowship meal. How might we be guilty of the same wrong
attitude?

THE POINT The Lord’s Supper, and all that it signifies, is

Until He comes.

DAY 11
THE PASSAGE

1 CORINTHIANS 11:23-34

THE POINT The Lord’s Supper is a solemn meal, full of deep,

spiritual significance and meaning. We ignore this and treat it
lightly to our peril.
THE PARTICULARS

• By divine inspiration Paul is able to give a clear, simple outline
of how the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper is celebrated (23a).
• The broken bread and poured out wine are themselves visible
and tangible symbols of Jesus’ sacrificial death, that with His
own blood He sealed the eternal covenant with His Church.
The fact that we ingest them in the context of a fellowship meal
shows how we are completely identified with Him in His death
(23-25).

• The Lord’s Supper is a foretaste and constant reminder of the
feast we will share with Jesus when He comes in glory. It is
also a means of declaring this truth to a watching world (26).
• If I come to the Lord’s Table without taking seriously its
meaning and how this should affect my general attitude and
behaviour, I am as guilty as the sacrament is solemn. My physical health might even suffer. And being worthy is realising I’m
not (27-30).
• Better to suffer the Lord’s discipline than His judgment (3132).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What does the Lord’s Supper mean to you? ... to your
lifestyle?

Test the spirits.

DAY 12
THE PASSAGE

1 CORINTHIANS 12:1-3

THE POINT Another question raised by the Church in

Corinth concerned “spiritual” manifestations, things not normally experienced in our material world. Were they all good?
Were they all bad? How could you tell? Paul suggests that a
reliable indicator is where they stand in relation to the person
of Jesus as this would show whether or not the Holy Spirit was
the source.
THE PARTICULARS

• It is dangerous to remain ignorant and undiscerning when
there are spiritual manifestations abroad; their source matters
(1).
• It is very sad when, because of the effect of sin, rational
1 6 • AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N

human beings, made in the image of God, are somehow caught
up in and led along by meaningless ideas and philosophies that
are without substance or life, no better than dumb idols. But it
happens (2).
• God has established Jesus as Lord over all (Philipp. 2:9-11).
If a person curses Jesus from his heart (Paul isn’t talking about
just mouthing words, but a “spiritual” utterance from deep
within) this cannot be from the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit
points people only to Jesus as Lord, and only the Holy Spirit
can do this. Conversion to Christ is the Holy Spirit’s work (3).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Are people becoming more gullible in spiritual matters
today?
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Come worship with us!
If you are passing through or moving nearby, feel free to ring the Minister, Clerk or Elder.

australian
capital territory
CANBERRA, BELCONNEN
Cnr Gatty St. & Ross Smith Cres, Scullin.
Sunday Service 10:00 am
Elder: Mr R Howe (02) 6247 9586
CANBERRA, FORREST (St Andrew’s)
1 State Circle (opp Parliament House).
Service Times: 9.30am. & 7.00pm.
Church Office: (02) 6295 3457
CANBERRA, TUGGERANONG
Isabella Plains: Isabella Plains Primary School,
Ellerstone Ave.
Worship Service & Sunday School 10.00am.
(02) 6292 6772

new south wales
ABBOTSFORD-FIVE DOCK
443 Great North Rd., Abbotsford. 9.30am
& 5.00pm. Rev. Moses Hahn (02) 9713 2939.
ANNANDALE-LEICHHARDT
Hunter Baillie, Johnston & Collins Sts.
10.00am, 6.30pm. 2nd & 4th Sundays.
Rev. Peter Dunstan (02) 9810 7869
ARMIDALE (St. Paul’s)
Faulkner St, 9.30am. & 7.00pm.
Rev. David M. Seaman (02) 6772 3093
ASHFIELD
Liverpool Rd. & Knox St. 10.15am & 6.00pm
Rev Peter Hastie (02) 9798 6572.
ASHTONFIELD
19 Galway bay Dr. (Shamrock Hill MultiPurpose Ctr.) 10.00am.
Rev. Russell Vandervelden (02) 4933 8174.
BEACON HILL (St Andrew’s)
244 Warringah Rd. 9.00am. & 7.00pm.
Rev. Trevor Cheetham (02) 9451 5076.
BEECROFT
Mary St., 8.45am. 10.30am. & 5.30pm.
Rev. Paul Cooper (02) 9876 2478.
BEGA — EDEN
Bega – 25 Upper St. 9.30am.
Contact: Mrs M. Cochrane (02) 6492 2949
BONDI
Cnr. Castlefield & Miller Sts.
10.00am & 7.00pm.
Rev John Graham: (02) 9130 6607.
BONNYRIGG
Western Regions Chinese Church

14-16 Bibbys Place. 9.30 am. (English) &
11.00 am. (Mandarin)
S.Clerk: Stanley Chen (02) 9753 2073
BOWRAL — MITTAGONG
Bowral: 20 Bendooley St. 10.30am.
Kid’s Church: 9.30 am. 1st & 3rd Sunday
Mittagong: Cr Alice & Edwards Sts. 9.00am.
Rev. Doug McPherson: (02) 4872 4052.
BURWOOD (St. James)
46-48 Belmore St. 9.15am
Rev. David Maher (02) 9744 6542
BURWOOD CHINESE
46-48 Belmore St. 9.15am & 11.15am
(Cantonese) 10.00am & 5.00pm (English).
Church Office: (02) 9715 3889.
Rev. Dennis Law 0414 812 776.
Rev. Eugene Hor 0414 992 106.
Mr Joe Lin 0405 203 064.
CAMPBELLTOWN
34 Lithgow St. 8.30 am. 10.00 am. 6.30 pm.
Rev. Jim Elliot (02) 4625 1037.
CARINGBAH
393 Port Hacking Rd. South. 9.30am & 6.30pm.
Rev. Darren Middleton (02) 9540 4469.
CHATSWOOD
St Andrew’s, Anderson St. 9.00am & 6.30pm.
Lane Cove, St James, Farran St. 10.00am.
Rev. Jeff Read (02) 9419 5932 (W) 2077 (H)
CHERRYBROOK
John Purchase Public School Hall, Purchase
Road. Service: 9.30 am. (02) 9875 4894
CHINESE CHURCH
Cnr Crown & Albion Sts. Surry Hills.
English/Cantonese/Mandarin/Bilingual
Services. Office (02) 9642 8861(H).
Rev Ezra Tseng (02) 9500 1259(H).
COFFS HARBOUR (St Andrew’s)
187 Harbour Dr. 8.00am, 9.45am & 6.30pm
at Harbourside Evangelical Church
CONCORD
Cornerstone Presbyterian Community Church
Meets Concord Public School 9.30 am.
Cnr Burwood Rd. & Stanley St. Concord
Rev. C S Tang (02) 9688 7880 (H)
COWRA
46 Macquarie St. Also Gooloogong,
Morongla. Ph (02) 6342 1467.
CRONULLA
13 Croydon St. 9.30am.
Rev. Russell Stark (02) 9523 5875.
EAST MAITLAND
George St. 9.30am. Beresfield: Beresford Ave.
7.45am. Raymond Terrace: Irrawang St.
9.45am. Rev. J. Buchanan (02) 4933 7443.
EPPING
Bridge & Rawson Sts.
Rev David Tsai (02) 9876 1188.

FORSTER/TUNCURRY
Bruce St. Forster, 9.30am, 6.00pm.
Rev. Peter Flower (02) 6557 5047.
GLEN INNES
Heron St. 10.15am & 7.15pm.
Pastor Lance Jackson (02) 6732 5707
GOSFORD
14-16 Young St. West Gosford. 8.00am.
9.45am. 6.30 pm. Rev. M. Cropper
Office: Ph (02) 4323 2490.
GRANVILLE/MERRYLANDS
Granville: 14 Hutchinson St. 8.45am.
Merrylands & Monitors Rd. 10.00am.
Bruce Frost, Pastor (02) 9638 4777
GRIFFITH
Opp. Collina Oval, Blumer Ave. 9.30 am.
Rev. Peter Gobbo (02) 6962 4827.
Dr L. Thorpe (02) 6962 1934
GUNNEDAH
Marquis & Barber Sts. Boggabri: Court
House (02) 6742 0551
HURSTVILLE
Cnr. Park Rd. & McMahon St. 9.30am &
6.30pm. Rev Kevin Murray (02) 9153 8176.
KIAMA
Terralong St. 9.00am & 7.00pm.
Pastor: Noel Creighton (02) 4233 1554
KOGARAH
Cnr Kensingrton & Derby Sts. 9.30am.
Mr Tim Ravenhall (02) 9798 8467.
KOREAN, SYDNEY (Young Nak)
7-9 Manson St, Telopea. 9.30am. 11.00am.
3.00pm. S.Clerk (02) 9816 3807
LEETON
Cnr. Sycamore & Cypress Sts. 10.00 am.
Rev. Richard Keith (02) 4272 9407
LISMORE (St Paul’s)
188 Keen St. 9.00 am. & 7.00 pm.
MACQUARIE
Herring &Abuklea Rds, Marsfield
Rev. Rex Swavley (02) 9878 4202
MANLY (St Andrew’s)
Raglan St. & Augusta Lane. 9.45am.
Quarterly (Communion) 5.30pm.
Rev. Derek Bullen (02) 9976 2801
MAROUBRA, Kingsford
8 Robey St, Maroubra. 9.30 am. 7.15 pm.
94 Houston Rd, Kingsford 11.15am
Chinese Service, Maroubra 4 pm.
Rev Johnnie Li (02) 9349 1312
MOREE (St Andrew’s)
Cnr Albert & Auburn Sts, 10.00am.
Tel. (02) 6752 1083
MORUYA
31 Evans St. 9.00am.
Rev. David Hassan (02) 4474 2186.
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MOSMAN (Scots Kirk)
Belmont Rd. (nr Military Rd), 9.00am.
Rev R J McCracken (02) 9969 6101.
NAROOMA
1 Farncombe Ave. 11.00am.
Rev. David Hassan (02) 4474 2186.
NEWCASTLE (St Andrews)
Cnr. Laman & Auckland Sts 9.15am & 7.00pm.
Office: (02) 4929 2857
NEWCASTLE EAST (St. Philip’s)
48 Watt St., 10.00am.
Surfside Evangelical: 7.00pm.
Rev. John Macintyre (02) 4929 2379.
NORTH SYDNEY-GREENWICH
(St Peter’s) 234 Blues Point Rd. 10.00am.
& 6.45pm. Wednesday 1.15pm.
Greenwich: (Taylor Memorial)
86A Greenwich Rd. 10.00am.
Rev. Dr Paul Logan (02) 9955 1662.
Rev. Matthew Oates (02) 9405 2235.
ORANGE (St James)
Cnr Anson St. & Matthews Ave. 10.00am.
Rev. William Stewart (02) 6362 6304
PARRAMATTA CITY
Cumberland High School,
Dunmore Ave. Carlingford.
S. Clerk: Mike Whiteman (02) 9484 1240.
PENRITH (St Andrew’s)
Doonmore St. near High St, 9.00am. &
7.00pm. Rev William Morrow (02) 4721 2440.
PORT MACQUARIE (St Andrew’s)
Cnr William/Munster Sts, 9.00am., 10.30am
Rev S Donnellan (02) 6582 2505
RANDWICK
Alison Rd. & Cook St. 10.00am. & 5.00pm.
Rev. Grant Thorpe (02) 9399 3183.
ROSE BAY (St Andrew’s)
Cnr Dover Rd.&Carlisle St.
10.00am& 6.00pm.
Rev Bruce Christian (02) 9388 1206(O).
SOUTHERN CROSS
Park Ave. East Lismore
Rev. Stephen Cree (02) 6621 3655
SPRlNGWOOD
160 Macquarie Rd. 10.30am. & 6.00pm.
Winmalee : 481 Hawkesbury Rd. 9.00am.
Rev. Robert Benn (02) 4751 1188 (O).
(02) 4751 3109 (H)
STRATHFIELD (St David’s)
Barker Rd. & Marion St. 10.00am. & 6.30pm.
Rev Robert McKean (02) 9746 8123.
SUTHERLAND
Cnr Flora & Glencoe Sts. 9.30am & 5.30pm
Rev Andrew Clausen (02) 9521 2361
SYDNEY (Scots Church)
St Patrick’s Hall, 20 Grosvenor St. (temporary). Service Time: 10.30 am.
Rev. Adrian Van Ash (02) 9817 0587.
TAMWORTH (St Stephen’s)
Cnr Matthews & Crown St. 9.30am &
6.30pm. Moonbi 9.00am.
Rev Stuart Andrews (02) 6765 8754.
Tamworth Community Presb Church,
Oxley High School Piper St Nth T’worth
10 am. Rev Keith Walker (02) 6762 5759
Manilla: Court St. 9.30am & 6.30pm.
Rev. Andrew Satchell (02) 6785 1627.
TAREE
Albert St. 9.00am.

G
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Rev. Paul Harris (02) 6552 1082(O).
TERRIGAL (Scots Kirk)
2 Willoughby Rd. 9.00am & 6.00pm.
Rev. Glenn Samuel (02) 4385 2240
TUROSS HEAD
277 Hector McWilliam Dr. 9.00am.
Rev. David Hassan (02) 4474 2186.
WAHROONGA
Wahroonga Presbyterian Church,
Cnr. Illoura Ave. & Stuart St. 9.30am.
Rev. Murray Fraser (02) 9489 3690
WAGGA WAGGA SOUTH
60-62 Coleman St. Turvey Park
9.00am & 10.30am.
Rev. Sandy McMillan (02) 6925 1228.
WEE WAA
Mitchell St. Rev. Mark Powell (02) 6795 4259
WELSH CHURCH: St Peter’s, North Sydney.
2nd Sunday of the month. 3.00pm.
Rev. Dr Paul Logan (02) 9955 1662.
WENTWORTH FALLS (St Andrew’s)
Falls Rd. 9.00 am. Session Clerk: Mr Bernie
Tucker (02) 4757 3518
WENTWORTHVILLE (St Andrew’s)
7 McKern St. 9.00am & 5.00pm.
Rev. Luke Tattersall (02) 9863 8366.
WESTLAKES
Warnervale Community Hall, Warnervale Rd
S.School 8.30 am. Service 9.30 am.
Rev. Esa Hukkinen (02) 4393 5530
WEST WYALONG
Pioneer Memorial, Court St. 11.00am.
Also at Barmedman, Mirrool, Tallimba &
Weethalle. Various times.
Mr. Graham French (02) 6972 2143.
WOLLONGONG (St Andrew’s)
Cnr Kembla & Burelli Sts. 9.45am & 6.00pm.
Rev. John Thompson (02) 4226 1725(O).
WOOLGOOLGA
Cnr Scarborough St. & Landrigan Cl.
9.00am. Rev. Peter Moore (02) 6651 2301.
WOONONA
7 Gray St. Rev Peter Currie (02) 4284 4057.
WOY WOY
120 Blackwall Rd. 9.00 & 10.30 am.
Rev. Jamie Newans (02) 4342 2856

queensland
ACACIA RIDGE
Cnr. Mortimer & Beaudesert Rds.
9.00am. & 6.00pm. Pastor Stephen Teale,
(07) 3277 0010, (07) 3711 3022 (H).
ASCOT
68 Charlton St. (Near Airport).
Nundah: 14 Rode Rd
Rev Guido Kettniss (07) 3216 4151.
Rev Les Hall (07) 3267 0558
ATHERTON
Cnr. Alice & Jack Sts. 10.00am & 6.00pm.
I.M. Rev. John Cuff (07) 4095 3063.
BALD HILLS
58 Strathpine Rd. 8.30am. & 7.00pm.
Rev Peter Bloomfield (07) 3261 4305.
BRISBANE KOREAN
145 Ann St. 8.00am. 12.00 noon, 7.30pm.
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Rev Dr M. M. Y. Kim (07) 3300 3132
BRISBANE (St Paul’s)
53 St Pauls Tce. Spring Hill.
Rev A. Gardiner (07) 3831 7458(O).
CABOOLTURE
24 Cottrill Road. 9.00am & 6.00pm.
Rev. G. Watt (07) 5494 1181
CAIRNS
85 Sheridan St. 9.30am. & 6.30pm.
Korean 11.00am. Cook Island 12 noon.
Rev. Harry Oh (07) 4051 2238
CALLIDE VALLEY
Biloela: Cnr. Kariboe & Melton Sts.
10.00am. Jambin: Three Ways 8.30am.
Rev. Mal Pierce (07) 4992 1441.
CHARLEVILLE/BLACKALL
78 Galatea St. 9.00am.
Pastor Alan Grant (07) 4654 3100.
CLAYFIELD (Scots Memorial)
29 Bellevue Terrace, 9.30am & 6.30pm.
Rev. Andrew Richardson 0423 160 412
COORPAROO
Emlyn St. 10.00am. & 7.00pm.
Rev. Bruce Lowe (07) 3219 0017.
CREEK ROAD
Presbyterian Ministry Centre, 1541 Creek Rd
(cnr Fursden Rd). Carina 9.00am & 6.30pm.
Centre: (07) 3398 4333.
Rev Peter Barson (07) 3399 3607.
Asst. Mr Jens Norved (07) 3399 6123.
DECEPTION BAY–BURPENGARY
Peace Presbyterian Church. 9.30am.
155-157 Maine Terrace, Deception Bay.
Rev. John Gilmour (07) 3203 2526.
GLADSTONE (St Andrew’s)
Goondoon & Bramston Sts. 10.00am.
Benaraby: O’Connor Rd. 8.00am. Calliope:
Dawson H’way (Stirrat St.) 2nd Sunday
9.30am; 4th Sunday 8.00am. Rev. D. Secomb
(07) 4972 1058 (O); 4972 1057 (H).
GOLD COAST (I)
Arundel: 132 Allied Drive 9.30am & 6.30pm.
Rev. Russell van Delden (07) 5571 5676 (O).
Robina: Cnr University & Cottesloe Drives
10.00 am & 6.30 pm.
Rev. Kevin Ridley (07) 5571 1416
GOLD COAST (II)
Mudgeeraba: Cnr Mudgeeraba Rd &
Regency Pde. 9.00am & 6.30 pm.
I.M. Rev. Graham Eastwell (07) 5573 1458
GOLD COAST (III)
Palm Beach/Elanora: ‘The Meeting Place’
Cnr. Coolgardie & Guineas Creek Rds.
(cnr. Pines Shopping Ctre) 9.00am &
6.00pm. Rev. Alan Radloff (07) 5593 8909.
ITHACA
100 Enogerra Tce, Paddington.
Service: 9.30 am. 6.30pm.
Rev. Robert Herrgott (07) 3300 6158.
IPSWICH
Cnr Limestone & Gordon Sts. 9.30am,
10.00am & 6.30pm. Forest Hill: Church St,
9.00am. Rev. John Langbridge (07) 3294 7999.
Rev. Wesley Redgen (07) 3282 9829.
Pastor Paul Blake (07) 3281 0427.
Rev. John Kirkpatrick (07) 3281 5930.
MACGREGOR
268 Padstow Rd. Eight Mile Plains 9.00am.
Pastor Ross Wilson (07) 3272 6265
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MACKAY
Cnr Harvey St. & Evans Ave. Nth Mackay.
8.30am & 7pm. Sarina: Sarina Beach Rd.
9.30am each Sunday; Ph. (07) 4957 2835.
MARANOA
Roma: Queen Street 9.00am.
Surat: (1st Sunday) 11.15am.
Pastor Walter Posthuma (07) 4622 1158
MONTO
Bell St. 10.00am. Abercorn 11.45am. (1st
Sunday). Kalpowar: 5.30pm.
Pastor Elton Wiltshire (07) 4166 1441.
NORTH PINE
57 Old Dayboro Rd. Petrie. 9.00am &
6.30pm. Rev P. Cornford (07) 3285 2104.
REDCLIFFE PENINSULA
WoodyPoint, Cnr. Ellen & Hawthorne Sts.
9.30am. & 6.00pm.
Scarborough: Jeays St. 8.00am.
Rev. Peter Whitney (07) 3284 2578.
ROBINA
Cnr Cottesloe & University Drs.
Rev. Kevin Ridley (07) 5571 1416.
ROCKHAMPTON (St Andrew’s)
51 Denham St. (cnr Alma Lne) 9.00am. &
6.00pm. Rev C. Kennedy (07) 4922 8241.
ROCKHAMPTON (John Knox)
Rundle St. 10.00 am. & 7.30 pm.
Rev. Jon Chandler (07) 4922 1825 (O)
(07) 4922 1540 (A/H).
ROCKHAMPTON ( St Stephen’s)
Burnett St. Nth Rockhampton, 8.30am.
Rev. Jon Chandler (07) 4922 1825 (O)
(07) 4922 1540 (A/H).
Mt Morgan: St Enoch’s, East St. 4.00pm.
Rev. Jon Chandler (07) 4922 1825 (O)
(07) 4922 1540 (A/H).
SANDGATE
Loudon St. 9.00am & 6.00pm.
Rev. D.K. Ashman (07) 3269 1231
SPRINGSURE
Charles St. 10.30am.
Emerald: Cnr Ruby & Egerton Sts., 8.30am.
Rev B J Harrison Phone (07) 4984 1550.
THE GAP
1195 Waterworks Rd, 9.00am.
S.Clerk. Mr E. Woodward (07) 3366 3166.
I.M. Rev. R. Herrgott (07) 3300 6158
TOOWOOMBA NORTH (St David’s)
Mary St. Also at Geham.
TOWNSVILLE (Willows)
26 Carthew St. Kirwan 9.30am & 6.30pm
Rev. David McDougall (07) 4723 1232
TOWNSVILLE (St Andrew’s)
113 Wills St. City. 9.30am. & 6.30pm.
Ass. Mr Kwang-Ho Song (07) 4778 3823
Rev. Rudi Schwartz (07) 4771 2460
WEST TOOWOOMBA
Cnr Greenwattle & South Sts. 8.00am,
10.00am & 6.00pm. Rev R. Sondergeld
(07) 4633 4188 (H) (07) 4633 4000 (O).
Past. Dan Boshard (07) 4614 0467.
WINDSOR
Maygar St. 8.30am.
Wilston: Macgregor St. 10.00am.
Newmarket: Wilmington St. 6.00pm.
Rev. Eric Noble (07) 3356 4124.
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south australia
ADELAIDE (St Andrew’s)
92-98 Archer St. North Adelaide. 10.30 am.
Rev. Dr G. Lyman (08) 8563 2147.
Session Clerk Mr D. Niven (08) 8381 4615.
ELIZABETH
106 Goodman Rd, Elizabeth South. 9.30am.
Session Clerk: Mr Bob Arstall (08) 8825 5226.
Int. Mod. Rev. John Campbell (08) 865 3045
LARGS NORTH
Brenda Terrace. 11.00am.
Pastor Norman Carter (08) 8263 9692.
MILLICENT
Cnr Fifth & Sixth Sts. 10.30 am.
I.M. Rev. Alan Clarkson (08) 8737 2984.
Also Rendelsham
MT BARKER
Hutchison St. 10.30 am.
Pastor Rupert Hanna (08) 8391 3151.
Mod. Rev. S. Slucki (08) 8296 1581.
MT GAMBIER
Allison St. 10.00 am. 5.30 pm. Also Allendale,
Glenburnie, Nelson (Vic), OB Flat.
Rev Gary Ware (08) 8723 9028.
NARACOORTE
Church St. 10.00am.
I.M. Rev. A. Clarkson (08) 8737 2984.
NORWOOD (St Giles)
79 The Parade. 9.15am & 7.00pm.
Rev Dr Reg Mathews (08) 8395 7841
PARA HILLS
174 Maxwell Rd. 10.45 am.
Rev Dr Reg Mathews (08) 8395 7841
PENOLA
Portland St. 10.45 am. Rev. Alan Clarkson
(08) 8737 2984 Also Dergholm, Kalangadoo
PORT AUGUSTA
Jervois St. 10.00 am.
Barry Rossiter PIM Padre (08) 8642 2059.
SEACLIFF
Kauri Pde. Seacliff. 9.30am.
Rev. S. Slucki (08) 8296 1581.
WHYALLA
28 Ramsay St. 10.00 am.
S/Clerk H. Mashford (08) 8645 0818.
I.Mod. Rev. J. Campbell (08) 8265 3045.

tasmania
CORNERSTONE (Hobart) 10.00am.
The Philip Smith Centre, 2 Edward St, The
Glebe. Rev. David Jones (03) 6223 4701.
CROSSROADS 6.30pm.
Underground at 86 Murray St.
H.M. Michael Lynch 0414 669 554.
DEVONPORT (St Columba’s)
13 Edward St. 10.00am. Don: Waverley Rd.
2.00pm (1st & 3rd Sundays).
Rev. Steve Warwick (03) 6424 6066

HOBART (St John’s)
10.00am & 6.00pm (7.00pm daylight saving).
188 Macquarie St. (03) 6223 7213.
Rev. Robert White (03) 6229 7657
Rev. Rod Waterhouse 0438 555 983.
LAUNCESTON (St Andrew’s)
Civic Square. 10.00 am & 5.00 pm.
Church Office: (03) 6331 5412
Rev. Peter Thorneycroft 0438 315 412
MONTROSE
Cnr. Islington Rd. & Walker St. 10.00 am.
Mod. Rev. Rod Waterhouse 0438 555 983.
RIVERSIDE
Eden St. 10.45am.
Glengarry: 9.15am. Frankford H’way.
Winkleigh: 9.15am, 2nd Sunday.
Rev. Norman Shellard (03) 6327 2967
ROKEBY
Presby. Community Church, Tollard Dr.
Rev. Neil McKinlay (03) 6247 3656.
SCOTTSDALE
George St. 11.00am. Bridport: Westwood St.
9.00am. I.M. Rev. P. Thorneycroft,
Pastor Greg Munro (03) 6352 2527.
STANLEY (St James)
Fletcher St. 10.30am.
I.M. Rev. Steve Warwick (03) 6424 6066.
ULVERSTONE (St Andrew’s)
65 Main Rd. 10.00am.
I.M. Rev. Peter Thorneycroft 0438 315 412
WEST TAMAR (Auld Kirk)
Sidmouth 10.00am and Mole Creek 2.00pm.
I.M. Rev. John Britton (03) 6339 4480

victoria
ARARAT
Cnr. Campbell St. (Pyrenees H’way) and
Queen St. 10 am. Mr Norman Sharp
O.(03) 5334 3747 H. (03) 5352 4054
ASHBURTON
Junction of High St. and High Street Rd.
near Warrigal Rd. 10.15am.
Rev Peter Orchard (03) 9889 6034.
ASPENDALE
Cnr Station St. & Lyle Grv. 9.00am. &
6.00pm. Session Clerk (03) 9580 6161.
AUBURN
Cnr Rathmines & Station Sts Hawthorn East
10.00 am. Rev. Trevor Cox (03) 9882 5256
BAIRNSDALE
7th Day Adventist Church, 149 Nicholson
St. 10.00am. 1st of Month 5.00pm.
S/school 9.00 am. (03) 5153 1669
BALACLAVA
Hotham St. & Denman Ave. 10.00am.
I.M. Rev. Bob Thomas (03) 9537 1642.
BENDIGO (St John’s)
Forest St. 10.30am. (03) 5443 6189.
BLACKBURN
53 Gardenia St. 11.00am.
Rev P Locke (03) 9725 6417
BRIMBANK
Mackellar Primary School Gymnasium
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29-35 Goldsmith Ave. Delahey. 4.30pm.
Mr Andres Miranda (03) 9307 6583
BUNDOORA
Bundoora Hall, Noorong Ave.
10.00am & 6.00pm.
Admin: Mrs M. Goodson (03) 9431 4980.
BURWOOD
(Chinese Presbyterian Church) 11.00am.
Cnr. Greenwood &Tennyson Sts.
Rev Dr John Elnatan (03) 9801 7645.
CAMBERWELL- Trinity
cnr Riversdale & Waterloo Sts. 10.00am.
Rev. Philip Mercer (03) 9882 8102
CAMPERDOWN-TERANG-GARVOC
9.30 am Aug — Jan. 11am Feb — July
Terang: 1 Warrnambool Rd.
Camperdown: Campbell & Brooke Sts.
Garvoc: 2:30pm. 2nd & 4th Sunday.
Pastor Bernie Thomas (03)5592 1041
CANTERBURY
146 Canterbury Rd. 10.30am. & 7 pm.
Rev. Grant Lawry (03) 9836 4601.
CANTERBURY JAPANESE
146 Canterbury Rd. 10.30 am
Mr Sam McGeown (03) 9894 2384.
CAULFIELD-ELWOOD
Caulfield: Neerim/Bambra Rds. 11.15am.
Elwood: Scott/Tennyson Sts. 9.15am & 4.00pm.
CHELTENHAM Pioneers’ Presbyterian
8 Park Rd. Cnr. Charman Rd. 9.30am. Rev.
David Palmer (03) 9583 2785. Rev. Choul
Yat; Sudanese (Nuer Language) 2.30pm.
CLIFTON HILL
Cnr Michael & McKean Sts North Fitzroy.
10.45 am. Rev. Peter Phillips (03) 9346 8044.
DANDENONG
51 Potter St. 10.00am.
Rev. John Rickard (03) 9792 4252.
DONVALE
Cnr. Springvale & McGowan’s Rds. 8.30am,
10.30 am & 6.30pm. Rev Gerald Vanderwert
(03) 9842 9493. (03) 9841 7020 (O)
DROMANA-MORNINGTON
St Andrew’s, Gibson St. 9.00am.
Mornington (TheChapel) Cnr Strachans
Rd. & Nepean Hwy. 11.00am.
Rev. Dr Michael Wishart (03) 5975 9514.
DROUIN
Church St. 9am. 10.30am. 7.00pm.
Rev. Ken Brown (03) 5625 1126.
ELTHAM
23 Batman Rd. 10.00 am
Rev. Don Elliott (03) 9439 9720
ESSENDON
Cnr Wilson & McPherson Sts. 9.15am &
7.00pm. Rev. Peter Phillips (03) 9346 8044.
FRANKSTON
30 Radiata St. 10.30am. (03) 9786 2976.
GEELONG (St. Georges)
Cnr. Latrobe Tce & Ryrie St.
10.00am & 7.00pm.
Rev. Graeme L. Weber (03) 5229 5493.
GEELONG WEST (Scots)
Cnr. Pakington & Waratah Sts. 10.00am.
I.M. Dr. Allan Harman (03) 5256 2134.
HAMILTON
St Andrew’s, Gray & McIntyre Sts. 10.00am.
& 5.00pm. (last Sunday of month)
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Rev Keith Bell (03) 5572 1009
HAWTHORN
580 Glenferrie Rd. 11.00 am. & 7.00 pm.
Rev. Graham Nicholson (03) 9819 5347.
HEATHMONT
Cnr. Waterloo St. & Canterbury Rd.
Heathmont 10.00am.
Rev. Andrew Venn (03) 9870 5182.
KANGAROO GROUND
265 Eltham-Yarra Glen Rd. 9.30am.
S. Clerk: Dr R.Baldock. (03) 9437 1265
LEONGATHA
Cnr. Bent & Turner Sts. 10.00am.
Session Clerk: (03) 5662 2107
MALVERN
161 Wattletree Rd. 10.30am. & 5.00 pm.
Rev. Philip Daffy (03) 9509 7373.
MELBOURNE
The Scots’ Church, Cnr. Russell & Collins
Sts. 11am & 7pm. Wed. 1.00pm.
Rev. Douglas Robertson (03) 9650 9903.
MELTON
Mowbray College, Centenary Ave. 10.00am.
Rev Peter Owen (03) 9747 8195.
MOE — YARRAM
Moe: 34 Fowler St. 10.00am.
Yarram: Cnr. Dougherty & Montgomery
Sts. 2.00pm. Rev Jared Hood (03) 5127 1296.
NOORAT
Cnr Mc Kinnons Bridge & Glenormiston Rds.
10.30am. Rev. Barry Oakes (03) 5592 5220
NORTH GEELONG-NORTH SHORE
10.00am alternate Sundays at North
Geelong, Cnr. Victoria St. & Balmoral Cr. &
North Shore, Cnr Seabeach Pd. & Myrtle Gv.
5.00pm each Sunday at North Geelong.
Rev. Allan Lendon (03) 5278 1887.
NUMURKAH
58 Saxton St. 11.15am.
Tallygaroopna: Victoria St. 9.30am.
Cobram: Cnr High and Pine Sts. (Anglican
Church) 2.30pm.
RESERVOIR
81 Edwardes St. 10.00 am. & 7.00 pm.
Rev. Ross Tucker (03) 9460 9523
ROCHESTER
Cnr Victoria St. & Echuca Rd. 11.00am &
7.30pm. 1st Sunday Timmering 9.30 am
Rev. A. Perona (03) 5484 1927.
ST KILDA
Cnr Alma Rd. & Barkly St. 9.30am &
7.00pm. Rev. Bob Thomas 0417 592 646.
SEAFORD
St Barnabas Anglican Church. 10.45am.
Cnr Park St & Margaret Ave.
Session Clerk (03) 9580 6161
SHEPPARTON
Cnr. Hayes & Leithen Sts. 9.00am. &
7.00pm. Also Stanhope, Kyabram.
Rev Kyung Ee (03) 5831 6494.
SOMERVILLE
Cnr Jones Rd. & Park Lane.
Rev. Ian Brown (03) 5977 5469.
SOUTH YARRA
621 Punt Rd. 10.30 am. & 5.30 pm.
S.Clerk: Mr J. Adlawan (03) 9808 7391.
SUNSHINE
McKay Memorial, Anderson Rd.
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10.00am. & 6.00pm.
Rev Cor Vanderhorn (03) 9311 1661
SURREY HILLS (St Stephen’s)
Canterbury & Warrigal Rds. 10.15am &
7.00pm. Family Services 6.00pm (2nd & 4th
Sunday). Deaf Presbyterian Church 2.00pm.
Rev. Tony Salisbury (03) 9551 3634
Rev. Chris Siriweera (03) 9833 3306.
UPPER YARRA – WARBURTON
3471 Warburton H’way. 10.00am. & 6.00pm.
Rev. Tony Archer (03) 5966 2309.
WANGARATTA – REGIONAL PARISH
Wangaratta, 158 Rowan St. 11.00am &
5.00pm (9.00am 1st Sunday)
Yarrawonga, 47 Orr St. 8.45am (11.00am 1st
Sunday). Myrtleford, 78 Standish St. 7.00pm
(5.00pm June, July, August).
Rev. Neil Harvey (03) 5721 6444
WARRNAMBOOL (St John’s)
Warrnambool: Spence Street. 9.30am &
11.00am & 7.00 pm. Office: (03) 5562 2029
South Warrnambool: McDonald St. 9.30am.
Woodford: Mill St. 11.00 am.
Rev Chris ten Broeke (03) 5561 5373
Rev. Philip Burns (03) 5561 7899.
WEST FOOTSCRAY
141 Essex St. (Scots) 10.00 am.
Session Clerk: Ms J Swift (03) 9687 5701
WILLIAMSTOWN (St Andrew’s)
87 Cecil St. 10.00am.
Rev. Bruce Riding (03) 9397 5338
WOORI YALLOCK
Healesville Rd. 9.15am & 5 pm, (7pm DLS)
Rev David Brown (03) 5964 6014.
WYNDHAM
116-120 Blackforest Rd. 10.00am.
Pastor Shane Cassidy (03) 9974 2024

western australia
BASSENDEAN
14-16 Broadway. 9.30am.
Mr Ross Fraser (08) 9248 3252.
BICTON
Harris St. & View Tce. 9.00am & 7.00pm.
Rev. Andrew Robinson (08) 9339 3542
FREMANTLE (Scots)
90 South Tce. Worship & Sunday School
10.00am. Rev. Stuart Bonnington
(08) 9319 2208 Off. (08) 9336 6572
LEEDERVILLE (Henderson Memorial)
Cnr Kimberly & Ruislip Sts. 10.30am.
Rev. Seong Mo Byun (08) 9382 2325.
WHITFORDS (St Mark’s)
Anglican School, St Marks Drive, Hilarys.
9.00am. Session Clerk: Mrs A. McCormick
(08) 9409 1208.
To register your church in this section of AP
is an easy, low cost exercise.
Facsimile the AP office on: (03) 9723 9685
or E-mail us at: aus-pres@bigpond.net.au
The Annual Fees are:
Congregations under 50 $45.00 plus GST
Congregations 51 -99 $55.00 plus GST
Congregations 100 or more $65.00 plus GST
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Unity in diversity.

DAY 13
THE PASSAGE

1 CORINTHIANS 12:4-11

THE POINT The simple, fundamental truth that the

Corinthians seem to have the most trouble coming to grips
with is that they are a team, not a loose collection of prima
donnas. What they are and what they have is for the benefit of
the whole, not for their own elevation.
THE PARTICULARS

• God designs us all with differences: possessing different gifts,
involved in different avenues of service, with different work to
do in them. It is how He does things. But within this diversity there is a basic unity that is tied inseparably to His own
unity as the one triune God, Father (6), Son (5), and Holy
Spirit (4).

• God intends different gifts to be used for the good of the
whole.
• Examples of the different gifts given to the apostolic Church
are: being able to speak wisely, to understand mysteries, to
show “mountain-moving” faith, to heal, to work miracles, to
disclose God’s revelation, to discern truth, to speak in unlearnt
tongues, and to interpret what others so speak – and all
through the operation of the one indwelling Holy Spirit of
God (8-11).
• The unity and harmony of the Church is implied in the genuine exercise of the Spirit’s gifts; lack of harmony = faulty use.
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Which of these gifts were just for the apostolic Church? Why?

The Church as a body.

DAY 14
THE PASSAGE

1 CORINTHIANS 12:12-27

THE POINT There are different spiritual forces at work in the

world as we saw previously, but there is only one Holy Spirit.
Nevertheless, the same Holy Spirit distributes many different
gifts to different people. When assessing the outworking of all
this in the life of the Church we need to remember two important truths: there is an essential unity in all the different manifestations of the Holy Spirit’s ministry; and everything He does
is for the good of all. God has provided us with an excellent
example of how all this works in practice in the way He has
designed the human body.

tural or socio-economic backgrounds into one single body (1214).
• Everyone in the Church is different and is placed there by
God with a different function to perform. No one is to
assume their gift is better than another’s, or that everyone else
should be the same as them. No one is to act independently of
others (15-27).
• The “behind-the-scenes”, “unsung heroes” of the Church are
often those who perform the most indispensable function (2226).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• In the light of this passage can we justify having different
kinds of worship services for different interest groups?

THE PARTICULARS

• Christ’s Church unites everyone from different ethnic, cul-

God has appointed....

DAY 15
THE PASSAGE

1 CORINTHIANS 12:28-30

THE POINT One of the big issues at Corinth that Paul had to

deal with in this letter was the way “glossolalia” or speaking in
tongues had become a divisive issue, its importance and acceptance as a sign of spirituality being blown out of all proportion.
Paul has been taking some pains to point out the wide diversity
of God’s gifts to his Church, and that they all must be seen as
contributing to the proper functioning of the whole. In fact,
the less spectacular gifts are usually the more necessary (22)!
He now sums up his argument so far before talking about the
most important gift of all (ch.13) and the practical matters concerning tongues (ch.14).

THE PARTICULARS

• The Church is God’s Church and He is the one who apportions out the different functions that different people have (28).
• “First ... second ... third ... then ...” establishes an order of
importance in a list of gifts/functions in which “tongues-speaking” is last, even after the more general helping/leadership roles
(28).
• The Church today has the NT Scriptures, written by men
who were seen as qualified to do so because they were apostles
etc, so that these particular, special gifts are no longer necessary.
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What is the danger in identifying people as apostles etc
today?

First thing first.

DAY 16
THE PASSAGE

1 CORINTHIANS 12:31-13:7

THE POINT Although all gifts, including the humblest and

least spectacular, are important and necessary, it is still OK to
aim for “the best”, provided we don’t forget the far greater
importance of love. If we do, everything else we might achieve
is absolutely useless.
THE PARTICULARS

• Verse 31 could read, “You are eagerly desiring the greater
gifts...”. Paul approves, but he wants to show us the very best
way.
• Impressive, “spiritual”, angelic tongues-speaking is nothing
but an attention-grabbing cacophony if it is without love (1).
• The same goes for the exercise of all the other “spectacular”

gifts like prophetic utterances that come true, profound
insights, or the ability to change circumstances by stunning
faith alone (2).
• It is possible to do heroic acts that appear on the surface to be
inspired by love, and yet to lack its genuine, basic qualities (3).
• Christ-like love involves being concerned more for the welfare of others than of oneself; generously overlooking the faults
and weaknesses of others, always wanting only what is best for
them. This must be the basis for assessing/using spiritual gifts.
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Read verses 4-7 replacing “love/it” with “Christ/he”. Now
do it again inserting your own name. Do you need to pray a
bit?!
AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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Love never fails.

DAY 17
THE PASSAGE

1 CORINTHIANS 13:8-13

THE POINT Selfless, Christ-like love will be at the heart of all

that heaven is about because “God is love” (1 John 4:8,16).
Love is eternal; it is what holds everything else together perfectly (Col. 3:14). Everything else to do with our functioning
together as the Church on earth is incomplete; it is subject to
change; it will pass away. Our most pressing need at the
moment, therefore, is to get love right, no matter how much
we fail in other things. Not only is love up there with faith
and hope as Paul’s favourite “top three”, it is the most important quality to have and practise.
THE PARTICULARS

• Spiritual gifts we are most often impressed by in the life of

the Church, gifts that make us feel very pious and good and
effective as Christians, are gifts that will eventually fade away,
and even disappear altogether; Christ-like, self-giving love, on
the other hand, will never be anything less than what it always
is (8).
• No matter what level of spirituality we think we have
attained, we will only ever see part of the story this side of
heaven (9f); nevertheless, we should deliberately be done with
all immaturity, because God already knows us through and
through (11-12).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What are you doing to ensure you will feel at home in
heaven?

Glossolaliaisntveryencouraging.

DAY 18
THE PASSAGE

1 CORINTHIANS 14:1-12

THE POINT Having dealt with the overarching importance of

love, Paul now draws a contrast between the gift of tongues and
the gift of prophecy. While not wanting to devalue the Godgiven gift of tongues, he makes it quite clear that for the building up of the Church as the Body of Christ, prophecy, or
speaking out God’s revealed word, is far more beneficial. The
fact that he has to write this way in these terms makes it clear
that the Christians in Corinth were priding themselves as being
very “spiritual” because they spoke in tongues, when in fact
their attitude only showed how immature and slow-growing
they actually were.

THE PARTICULARS

• Tongues speaking is a personal thing between the individual
believer and God, serving no useful purpose in public worship.
• Speaking out God’s word in the language of the gathered
people fulfils a central purpose in coming together for public
worship.
• Clarity in communication is essential for the proper functioning
of all relationships, no less the building up of each other (6-9).
• God gives spiritual gifts to help others, not to impress them.
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Have you had any contact with people who pride themselves
as tongues speakers? What seems to be lacking in their witness?

In your thinking be adults.

DAY 19
THE PASSAGE

1 CORINTHIANS 14:13-25

gift given by God to His Church. After all, he himself has
experienced the phenomenon, even more than anyone else, and
he accepts that. But his preference is still for intelligible words
when Christians come together. This view is no doubt reinforced by the unhelpful manifestations of it that were occurring
in Corinth. It is interesting that the one place in the Bible that
deals with the matter of tongues-speaking in any detail, and
that is therefore used to support its practice, is essentially a
warning against its abuse!

• Paul sees some value in communicating with God “in the
spirit” without rational understanding of what is happening
from his end; but his preference would always be to know what
is going on, especially if there was someone else listening (1417).
• The Corinthians thought tongues-speaking was a sign of
spirituality; Paul said it was actually a sign of immaturity (1821).
• Tongues-speaking might seem to be a sign of God’s power to
impress unbelievers (22), but preaching is better for all (23-25).

THE PARTICULARS

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Tongues-speaking requires the provision of interpretation (13).

• Why did tongues-speaking soon die out in the early Church?

THE POINT Paul cannot deny that speaking in tongues is a

The time is short.

DAY 20
THE PASSAGE

1 CORINTHIANS 14:26-40

THE POINT Being led by the Spirit is good and refreshing,

but because of the weakness of our fallen nature it is not always
reliable. The Church needs to have in place checks and balances to ensure the whole thing remains edifying. Paul’s basic
principle is: “The spirits of the prophets are subject to the control of the prophets. For God is not a God of disorder but of
peace.” (32f).
THE PARTICULARS

• The Spirit who distributes his gifts in the Church will guide it
in public worship, providing praise, teaching, inspiration, etc.
But we must also monitor the process so that it does not get out
of hand and so that it remains edifying to all present (26-33a).
2 2 • AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N

• In the functioning of the Church at large God has established
that the proclamation of the Word for edification of the people
is to be restricted to men only (33b-35, cf Gen. 3:16, 1 Tim.
2:11f).
• The Church must accept that it is always under the authority
of Scripture and that it is part of an integrated whole; neglect of
this principle leads to division, heresy and apostasy (36-38).
• We ought to be enthusiastic and temperate in worship (3940).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What are the advantages/dangers of structured/unstructured
worship? How can we keep a good balance between the two?
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Milne gave Ms Burke a copy of the
Church and Nation publication Love
Rules to which a number of the college
faculty had contributed chapters as a
memento of her first visit to the college.

Reformed unity

NSW Assembly

T

TmetheatGeneral
Assembly of the PCNSW
the start of July. The new modera-

he Reformed College of Ministries
(the
Queensland
Presbyterian
Theological
College)
and
the
Westminster Theological College of
Queensland have joined together for
another five years (2005-2010) in the
Consortium of Reformed Colleges. It is
hoped that the Christian Reformed
Churches and the Presbyterian Church
of Eastern Australia may also at some
stage join in this work of theological education.

Evangelism job

TPresbyterian
he Home Mission Committee of the
Church of Victoria is seeking an evangelism officer. The successful
candidate will demonstrate a clear calling
to evangelism and mentoring others that
God has called to share their faith. He
must be a “seasoned” evangelist with a
history that backs his call. The evangelist
will be a self-motivated person with the
ability to coordinate his own schedule
seeking to address the needs of the wider
Presbyterian Church in both church
plants and existing churches. Travel and
time away from home will be necessary as
he will be working with churches
throughout the state. For information
contact the Home Mission Committee:
Rev. Dr Robert L. Carner, 9655 1406 or
0419 780 810.

Greener PTC

The grounds of the Presbyterian
Theological College, Melbourne have 40
new trees and shrubs thanks to the local
Federal Member
for
Chisholm,
Anna Burke, who
visited the college
on 28 July. As part
of her efforts in the
electorate
for
National
Tree
Day, she came to
help the students
plant her donation
to the beautifying
MP Anna Burke of the college
with PTC principal grounds. Principal
Douglas Milne Professor Douglas

tor is Rev. John S. Thompson, interim
minister at Wollongong. Mr Thompson
preached on Matthew 5:13-16 and
stressed that Christians must be out in the
world and witness to others, and not
spend all their time in church activities.
The Bible expositions were brought by
Rev. John McClean and the preacher at
the Assembly Communion Service was
Rev. Peter Moore. The Ministry and
Mission Committee presented a discussion paper on the growing need for
church planting in the newer residential
areas of Sydney and coastal areas, including Wollongong and Newcastle. The
assembly was advised of the progress at
the Allowah Children’s Hospital and of
a new proposed home at Kyle Bay for
severely disabled youths over 16.

Teachers confer

T

eachers from St Andrew’s Christian
College, Melbourne, joined more than
900 teachers from Christian schools
around Victoria for a day-long conference
on 11 July. After workshop sessions, they
were adressed by Brigadier Jim Wallace
and Mike Goheen.

Women’s ministry

Awomen,
paper on biblical ministries for
requested by the 2004
Queensland assembly, is now ready for
the second stage, consultation throughout
the church. The committee invites comment. The paper is available at
gaawmproject@pcq.org.au or through
Rev. John Langbridge (convener) 65
Mitchell Street, Barellan Point, Qld 4306;
phone (07) 32947999, mobile 0409 471
912, fax (07) 3294 8668. Further details
available
via
the
website
–
www.pcq.org.au/womensministries

Daylesford plans

Aof tBallarat
the beginning of May the Presbytery
declared the Daylesford congregation an appointment parish in its
own right. It is widely recognised that
Daylesford is a strategic area in which a

witness for the Gospel should be firmly
maintained and expanded. The presbytery
is seeking to establish a prayer network of
those who will be willing to pray for the
congregation and placing a long-term
church planter For details, contact
interim moderator Rev. Keith Allen,
(03) 5338 2571, email kallen@giant.net.au

On the move

R

ev. Andrew Clark has accepted a call
to become the minister of St David’s
North
Toowoomba
within
the
Presbytery of Darling Downs. Mr Clark
served at St John’s Bendigo for more
than 10 years.
Rev. Colin Barwise, a full time
Presbyterian Chaplain with the
Australian Army was transferred from
Townsville to Melbourne earlier this year.
Rev. Hugh Gallagher of Townsville
has now retired from the ministry after 51
years of service, the last 31 years as minister of St. Paul’s. Last year he was honoured with an R.S.L. Anzac of the Year
Award by the Governor of Queensland,
Mrs Quentin Bryce. Mr Gallagher has
offered to assist charges throughout
Australia with supply, especially those
unable to call a Minister. He aims to give
encouragement and respite for a month to
session clerks, lay preachers and charge
moderators. He asks no payment, only
travelling expenses. He has already serviced charges in New South Wales as well
as in Queensland. He may be contacted

PREZRA
Christian
Training Centre
and
PCA Ministries
We are praying for the Lord to send
workers for a Gospel Church ministry
for the many towns and suburbs in
South Australia and Adelaide.
Approved PCA Ministries Workers
serve on a faith-plus-support basis
as a House Church Planter, or
shepherd of a small existing Church,
or assist in a Parish, or become a
Home Missionary.
To assist for these ministries,
PREZRA offers the ThA and ThL
Diplomas (ACT) free as well as
the Home Missionary Certificate
(HMCertif).
Contact: PREZRA / PCA Ministries
Rev Dr Reg Mathews
18 Aragon Road,
Ingle Farm, S.A. 5098
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on hughgallagher@bigpond.com
Earlier this year Rev. Ian Johnson of
Ayr (Qld) resigned the charge to take up
a teaching position at the Talee Bible
College in NSW.

Keeping the Sabbath

Tduced
he Presbytery of Brisbane has proa booklet entitled A Practical Guide
to Contemporary Lord’s Day Observance
to provide additional guidance concerning
how church members might conform
more closely to the Biblical teaching
summed up in the Confession of Faith
21:8. Copies can be obtained from the
Clerk of Presbytery, the Rev. Guido
Kettniss
(07)
3216
4151,
or
kettniss@squirrel.com.au.

Ongoing Union

T

his year is the Sydney University
Evangelical Union’s 75th anniversary.
Formed by a small group of students in
1930, more than 7000 students have
been members of the EU. Today the
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model of students ministering to students continues, with more than 600
Sydney University students active in the
EU. Former and current EU members
are invited to gather on Saturday 8
October, when a former EU member,
Sydney Anglican Archbishop Peter
Jensen, will give the keynote address.
For more information, contact Michelle
Chase on (02) 9351 7496 or
administrator@gradsfund.org.

Premier service

SMelbourne
ince September 2002, Scots’ Church,
has conducted a Grand Final
mid-week service on the Wednesday preceding the AFL Grand Final. The worship
service from a small beginning has now
developed into an important part of the
AFL’s Grand Final week calendar. To publicise the service, postcards especially
printed for the service are delivered to city
shops and businesses. The postcards are
handed outside city railway stations by
volunteers from RMIT University, with
posters prepared for RMIT and

chief executive officer
With the approaching retirement of The Leprosy Mission Australia’s incumbent
CEO, in February 2006, we are seeking a person to lead this organisation to the
next level in its development. TLMA is a major contributor to, and partners with The
Leprosy Mission International in its drive to achieve the vision of
“A World Without Leprosy”.
The Leprosy Mission is an interdenominational Christian mission specialising
in providing holistic care for individuals, families and communities affected by
leprosy in twenty eight countries. Activities include diagnosis, cure, community
education, health training, community based rehabilitation, surgical
reconstruction, vocational training, micro credit, advocacy and research.
Working in close liaison with the Board, the CEO provides leadership in review,
development and implementation of the organisation’s strategic objectives.

The successful candidate will:• Be able to demonstrate effective management and business skills that will
translate into the practical achievement of the organisation’s objectives
including a major focus on fundraising.
• Be highly motivated and able to personally commit to the organisation’s vision
and values.
• Have a clear understanding of the ethos and values of Christian mission
organisations, their role in the community and the importance of volunteer
participation.
• Have excellent written, oral and personal communication skills with expertise to
build rapport with all stakeholders.
Based in Melbourne. Interstate and international travel will be required.
For a position description and application details email in confidence to:
glendah@leprosymission.org.au or phone 03 9890 0577.
Applications close 30 September 2005
The Leprosy Mission Australia, PO Box 293, Box Hill 3128
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Melbourne Universities publicising the
worship service to students. On the day of
the service the church outside is decorated
with balloons of the competing AFL
football clubs in the Grand Final and in
the church the replica AFL Premiership
Cup is on display. Visitors attending the
service are encouraged to wear their team
scarf. The next Grand Final mid-week service at Scots’ will be held on Wednesday
21 September 2005 at 1pm (DV). Bill
Vassiliou, chaplain of the Hawthorn
Football Club is the guest preacher.
Everyone is very welcome to attend the
worship service.

Morals campaigner jailed

G
raham Capill, 46, former morals campaigner and past leader of the Christian
Heritage Party in New Zealand, has been
sentenced to nine years jail for multiple
sexual offences, including rape, against
three young girls.

Isaiah commentary

Creleased
hristian Focus Publications has
a new commentary on the book
of Isaiah by Victorian moderator Rev.
Dr Allan Harman.
Isaiah has been called the “fifth gospel”
because in it God speaks through His
prophet of His people’s departure from
truth, the need for repentance and the
redemption provided by a coming saviour.

$250,000 campaign

S$250,000
outh Australiam churches will spend
of parishioner donations on a
marketing campaign to spell out the relevance of Christianity in today’s society.
Catholic priest Father Paul Cashen,
the Uniting Church’s Rev. Stuart
Cameron and Salvation Army Major
Iain Trainor unveiled the first of 22
Adelaide billboards last month. The
$250,000 campaign – funded by parishioner donations and businesses – will also
get its message across through television,
radio and newspaper advertisements.
The Bible Society in Australia has
spent the past two years developing the
Jesus. All About Life campaign, with
Adelaide the first city to take part in the
mainstream media promotion.
The society’s state executive director,
Michael Chant, said the campaign was
timely in today’s political and social climate.

N

Around
the World
Sanctuary denied

B
aton-wielding police in full anti-riot
gear have descended on a number of
churches in Zimbabwe to forcibly remove
several hundred homeless victims of
Operation Murambatsvina sheltering in
churches. The victims of this latest human
rights outrage were awakened from sleep
and bundled with their few pathetic
belongings onto the back of police trucks
believed to be headed for the holding
camp recently established just north of
Bulawayo.
The police objective was clearly to
remove all internally displaced victims of
what has been called the “Mugabe
Tsunami” from the churches to a holding
centre where they are less visible and
access to them can be more easily controlled.
Intercessors Network

Kenyans cut links

T

he Anglican Church of Kenya has
severed links with the Episcopal Church
of America and demanded its expulsion
from the global communion because it
endorsed a practising gay bishop. The
announcement was made by the
Anglican Consultative Council.
Besides forgoing unspecified financial
aid, the Kenyan Church decided not to
send its clergy for training at churches
that recognise lesbianism and homosexuality. “Unless they repent and recant same
sex marriage, we will have nothing to do
with them,” said Archbishop Benjamin
Nzimbi.
Christian Aid Mission
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store last month. “We were stunned.
Within a short period of time, over 2400
people had downloaded one of the sermons,” he said.
Mr Payne, the vicar of St Nicholas in
Wrentham, is one of a number of
Anglican and Roman Catholic clergy who
are harnessing the fashionable technology
to reach the young.
Daily Telegraph, London

Adulterer sacked

I

n a rare move by the American military,
four-star Army General Kevin Byrnes
has lost his job for having an affair with a
civilian woman while separated from his
wife. A Vietnam veteran and head of the
Army’s training programs, Byrnes was
only three months from retirement after a
36-year Army career. A senior Army official told Reuters that Army commanders
are expected to set and enforce standards:
“The Uniform Code of Military Justice
specifically prohibits adultery. Period.”

Endangered evolutionists

dence is so overwhelming, why are they
stuck with these rhetorical ploys?”
World magazine

Women on trial

W

ith angry hecklers in the West Java
courtroom calling them liars, three
Indonesian women accused of trying to
convert Muslim children tried to defend
themselves. Rebekka Zakaria, Eti
Pangesti and Ratna Bangun were questioned about activities and materials used
in their Christian education program for
children from an elementary school.
Bangun explained the children prayed,
read the Bible, sang and sometimes
coloured pictures. In response, Judge
Hasby J. Tholib said the women should
never have allowed Muslim children to
attend the program. Bangun and Zakaria
replied they had no hidden agenda and
had been completely honest with the children’s parents who gave full consent to
the program.
Compass Direct

Pakistani released
Pcomments
resident Bush’s pro-Intelligent Design
earlier this month sparked a A Christian believer who ran afoul of
frenzied debate among evolutionists who Pakistan’s strict blasphemy law has just
believe ID could undermine the scientific
method. John West, a senior fellow at the
ID-advancing Discovery Institute, says
Darwinian reaction is a clear indication
that the pro-evolution mainstream feels
threatened: “The evolutionists are trying
to do everything but have an actual debate
on the evidence. Why is that? If the evi-

been released on a bond of $4200. Yousaf
Masih, 60, was arrested in June in
Nowshera following an allegation that he
had deliberately burnt pages of the Koran.
After Masih’s arrest, a news release
from the All Pakistan Minorities Alliance
(APMA) stated that he was brutally tortured in a police station and later moved

Blacktown Christian
Reformed Church

The iGod

Ta phenomenon
he podcast is becoming the Godcast. In
which has amazed the
clergy, thousands of worshippers are using
their iPods to listen to sermons. While
most people use their fashionable portable
music players to download their favourite
pop tunes from the internet, many are
adding a spiritual element to their
playlists.
Rev. Leonard Payne, the vicar of a
remote parish in Suffolk, has been overwhelmed by the response after he posted
some of his homilies on the Apple iTunes

Vacancy
BCRC is presently looking for a new Youth Pastor.
The position will become vacant at the end of 2005
Serious applicants are invited to send a CV to:
P.O. Box 418 Blacktown, NSW 2148
Applicants must be able to subscribe
to the Reformed Confessions.
Enquiries: Ph. (02) 9671 4770
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to the Central Jail in Peshawar, where he
was kept in a special cell. There was serious concern beginning to emerge about
Masih’s health. An APMA official said:
“It is the first time in Pakistan that
(someone accused of blasphemy) is
released from jail on bail in a very short
span.’’

Arabs slaughter Christians

Aands news
reports on retaliatory killings
violence against South Sudanese
Christians in Khartoum surface, armed
Arab Muslim gangs continue to roam the
streets of the city and suburbs, despite the
dawn-to-dusk curfew.
“I am extremely worried about these
recent grave developments in Sudan, especially since the Sudanese government is
not willing to take immediate and stern
action to stop the killings,” said Sabit
Alley, a leader in the South Sudanese
Community in America. “Members of
the South Sudanese Community fear that
the world will witness a repeat of the
Rwandan Genocide in Khartoum if the
killing does not stop.”
Assist News Service

Arrests in China
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province. On 2 August, while two
American theological students were
preparing to have Christian fellowship
with 41 Chinese house-church pastors
and believers at their host family’s home
in Hubei province, about 30 Chinese
plain-clothed police officers rushed into
the house. The same day 41 Chinese pastors and believers from the evangelical
South China Church were taken to
prison. At the time of this report, 30 had
been released. The remaining 11, including 38-year-old Ms Wang Hua and 32year-old Ms Wang Xiao, as well as the
hostess, Ms Ren Daoyun, are still in
prison. According to eyewitness reports,
many of them were tortured.
Voice of the Martyrs

On the
Agenda
Faith’s profits
By Steve Gushee

New studies show that going to church is
Cthanhina210AidChinese
Association reports that more good for your health.
house-church pastors
The prosperity gospel that claims you
and believers have been arrested in Hubei,
Hebei and Henan provinces since July
2005. It also states that two tourists were
mistreated when arrested in Hubei

can get fat on faith and make oceans of
money has a new twist. Eat what Jesus
would eat and watch the pounds disappear.

ST ANDREWS CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
PREP –YEAR 12

St Andrews Christian College,
333 Burwood Highway, Burwood 3125
Tel: 9808 9911 Fax: 9808 9933
Email: enquiries@standrews.vic.edu.au

Are you looking for a school that will support you in your God given duty as a
parent? Our ethos is to support parents by offering a sound, traditional, academic education
within a Christian framework.
At St Andrews Christian College we want to grow God’s kids, God’s way!
Our aim is to provide a traditional, academic education within a Christian framework.
Find out about our special Primary/Secondary transition programme in the Middle School,
Accelerated Reading Programme and our LEM phonics scheme.
For further information, application forms or an appointment with the Principal, Mr. Bob Speck,
please telephone (03) 9808 9911.

SPECIAL BENEFITS OF ST ANDREWS
Comprehensive curriculum & consistently excellent academic results
Junior, Middle and Senior School organization
Strong Creative Arts programme
Parental involvement program that ensures a working partnership between staff,
students & parents.
Before and After School Care
Easy access via public transport
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Gone seem to be the days when
Christians worshipped in order to give
thanks to God, confess their sin, receive
absolution and make communion with
their creator. The idea of sacrifice, care of
others and service to God seems no
longer to be the point.
In many churches and among many
of the faithful, the self-centred, selfindulgent and self-possessed have triumphed. They expect their faith to be
useful to them, support their prejudices
and keep them healthy, wealthy and
thin.
Church attendance is good for you,
according to studies by the University of
Chicago’s National Opinion Research
Centre. Americans who go to church at
least once a week have better than average health and lower incidence of sickness than those who stay home on
Sundays.
That’s the latest entry in the “religion is
good for you” camp. It’s an old game.
Some churches have long preached that
by giving what they call seed money to the
church, God will make you wealthy.
That’s a scam to get money from the
faithful but, like so many confidence
games, takes advantage of the gullible and
can be profitable — for the church. Now
there are Christian weight-loss programs
that combine a measure of nutritional
advice, exercise and piety to help the faithful shed unwanted pounds.
That’s a good thing because a 1998
Purdue University study found that religious Americans are more overweight
than their non-religious neighbors.
Weight-challenged Christians are not
the only targets of religious entrepreneurs. There are Christian real estate companies, publishers, construction companies, banks, cellphone companies, fitness
centres and a Christian yellow pages to
find them. Each of them want to capitalise
on religious faith to turn a buck.
The Victorian idea that worship was a
duty the faithful owed to God may be
passe. Still, the concept that worship
intentionally ascribes worth to God
remains both sound and woefully
neglected.
Churches that simply proclaim the
gospel, challenge the comfortable, make a
commitment to justice but skip the selfhelp programs are fading.
The passion of the Christ was not
about self-help. The passion of the faithful
seems to be.
Reprinted from The Palm Beach Post.

C U L T U R E
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Code Red
More than a movie, The Da Vinci Code is blasphemous.

T

he New York Times called recently
asking what’s wrong with The Da
Vinci Code? With regard to the
book by that name, there have
been a large number of articles, explaining
its egregious historical, theological, and
moral problems. With regard to the movie
scheduled to be distributed worldwide by
Sony Pictures, however, about which the
Times was calling, we won’t know until we
see the final product.
The strange thing about the movie is
that the two key people involved, Tom
Hanks and Ron Howard, claim to be
Christians. Hanks has told reporters that
he came to Christ many years ago and
now attends a Greek Orthodox church
with his wife. A Campus Crusade minister worked as Ron Howard’s assistant for
many years and said that Howard went to
a Presbyterian church. Therefore, it is
strange that these two men are making
The Da Vinci Code, unless they have
either sold out and see it as a way of making a lot of money, or they plan to change
it.
Hollywood often changes books.
Sometimes, with even the biggest titles,
the studio buys the book then changes the
story completely. Some undergo significant tweaks, such as Midnight in the
Garden of Good and Evil and Sahara.
Often the endings of the novels are too
down and depressing, so filmmakers will
make the ending more upbeat. This may
be the case with Code, since a Christian
marketing firm has been hired to market
The Da Vinci Code to the church and has
seen the script.

I

f the movie accurately reflects the
book, however, then the movie is blasphemy and historical revisionism.
However, many people just don’t understand why blasphemy is a bad thing.
I told the New York Times that the
essence of Christianity is that “God so
loved the world that He gave His one and
only Son, that whoever believes in Him
shall not perish but have eternal life”
(John 3:16). God’s heart is to save everyone who accepts Jesus Christ as Lord and
Savior, and that ability to accept His salvation is in itself a gift from God.

Ted
Baehr
The Da Vinci Code, however, only
focuses on those who are part of the
“divine bloodline” or those who have special knowledge about God. Thus, its theology is bad news for anyone who wants
to be saved. If you don’t have special
knowledge (as in
Gnosticism),
and/or are not
Many people
part of the bloodline, then you will
just don’t
be excluded from
understand
salvation.
why
A
History
blasphemy is
Channel program
a bad thing.
on The Da Vinci
Code points out
that most of
France knows that a conman named
Pierre Plantard invented the story upon
which The Da Vinci Code is based,
because he was pretending to be an heir to
the French throne. The book does not sell
well in France for that very reason.
For many years, people followed occult
heresies like that in The Da Vinci Code

because, in their egotism and narcissism,
they included themselves in the favored
group. Modern DNA testing makes that
very hard to do.
The long and the short of it is, The Da
Vinci Code is bad news. After our thorough conversation, the New York Times
reporter understood clearly that its aristocratic elitism and Gnosticism is abhorrent
to the reporter’s point of view and should
be abhorrent to every American who
cherishes faith.
Then the reporter asked, “Why worry?
After all, it’s just a movie.” I pointed out
to the reporter: If communication has no
impact, why was he writing? Why does
the New York Times advertise? The
reporter conceded that they write and
advertise because they want influence.
Just so, some people will be influenced by
The Da Vinci Code’s blasphemies.
Having grown up in a non-Christian
home that was partial to such occult fantasies, I can personally tell you that many
people outside of the church are impacted
by these fantasies. The sad part is that
they lead people who aren’t born again
away from the truth, which is that “God
so loved the world...”
Dr. Ted Baehr
Movieguide.

is

publisher

of
ap

PLEASANT SUNDAY AFTERNOON
You are warmly invited to come and join with us in
singing some of the Old-time Hymns of the faith at

THE BLACKBURN PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
53 Gardenia St Blackburn
Sunday afternoon 16 October 2005 at 3.00pm
Special Guest Choir from Kilsyth Baptist Church
Conductor: Mr David Bremner
Worship Services: 11am each Sunday
Minister: Rev Peter Locke 03 – 9725 6417
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Twilight of atheism
Why this once-liberating philosophy is in decline.

T

he celebration of Queen Victoria’s
Diamond Jubilee in June 1897
marked the high point of British
imperial history. It was a supreme
moment of national self-confidence and
congratulation. The British had created an
empire on which the sun never set, and
much of its colorful diversity was on display in the streets of London that summer.
But Earth’s proud empires fade away.
The same process of growth and decay
can be seen in the empires of the mind.
There comes a point when their attraction
pales and their credibility falters. To wit:
Atheism is in trouble. Its future seems
increasingly to lie in the private beliefs of
individuals rather than in the great public
domain it once regarded as its natural
habitat.
Atheism was once new, exciting, and
liberating, and for those reasons held to be
devoid of the vices of the faiths it displaced. With time, it turned out to have
just as many frauds, psychopaths, and
careerists as religion does. Many have now
concluded that these personality types are
endemic to all human groups, rather than
being the peculiar preserve of religious
folks. With Stalin and Madalyn Murray
O’Hair, atheism seems to have ended up
mimicking the vices of the Spanish
Inquisition and the worst televangelists,
respectively.

O

ne of the most important criticisms
that Sigmund Freud directed against
religion was that it encourages unhealthy
and dysfunctional outlooks on life.
Having dismissed religion as an illusion,
Freud went on to argue that it is a negative
factor in personal development. At times,
Freud’s influence has been such that the
elimination of a person’s religious beliefs
has been seen as a precondition for mental
health.
Freud is now a fallen idol, the fall having been all the heavier for its postponement. There is now growing awareness of
the importance of spirituality in health
care, both as a positive factor in relation to
well-being and as an issue to which
patients have a right. The “Spirituality and
Healing in Medicine” conference sponsored by Harvard Medical School in 1998

Alister
McGrath
brought reports that 86 per cent of
Americans as a whole, 99 per cent of family physicians, and 94 per cent of HMO
professionals believe that prayer, meditation, and other spiritual and religious
practices exercise a major positive role
within the healing process.
With the breakdown of social cohesion
in recent decades, creating a sense of community
has
become
an
i
n
c
r
e
a
s
i
n
g
ly
Churches
important
politihave long
been the cal issue in many
Western cultures.
centres of
The question of
community life how community
in the West. can be recovered
People want to invites a comparibelong, not son of religious
atheistic
just believe. and
approaches.
One of the
most obvious indicators of the ongoing
importance of religion is the well-documented tendency of immigrant communities to define themselves in religious
terms — Sikh, Hindu, and Muslim communities in Great Britain, and in France,
Muslims from Algeria and other North
African nations.
Christian churches have long been the
centres of community life in the West.
People want to belong, not just believe.
The growth of community churches
has helped meet this need. There is a sense
of belonging to a common group, of
shared common values, and of knowing
each other. People don’t just go to community churches; they see themselves as
belonging there. At a time when American
society appears to be fragmenting, the
community churches offer cohesion.
It is important to make this connection
with the changing face of America. In his
much-cited article “The Age of Social
Transformation”, published in the
November 1994 Atlantic Monthly, management guru Peter Drucker pointed out
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that traditional communities of family, village, and parish have practically disappeared.
“Their place has largely been taken by
the new unit of social integration, the
organisation,” Drucker wrote. “Where
community was fate, organisation is voluntary membership.” In the old days,
community was defined by where you
lived. It was part of the inherited order of
things, something that you were born
into. Now, it has to be created —and the
agency that creates this community is
increasingly the voluntary organisation.
Christian churches are strategically placed
to create and foster community. The community churches have proved especially
effective in this role, and have grown
immensely in consequence.
But what of atheism? The former
Soviet Union realised the importance of
creating a sense of community. Having
eliminated religion from the public life of
the nation, Soviet planners recognised the
importance of creating rituals and events,
which fostered social cohesion and a sense
of identity. Thus the Saturday just before
Easter was celebrated as Communist
Saturday. Other holidays included May
Day, Victory Day (May 9), Constitution
Day (October 7), and Revolution Day
(November 7-8). The Soviets devised
additional rituals as counterparts to the
Christian rites of baptism and confirmation — for example, the “family event” to
mark the birth of a new child, or the ceremony to mark admission to the
Communist Party.

T

he nearest thing in the West to this
Soviet model is found in Canada,
which seems to think that a sense of community identity can only be created by
eliminating any religious presence in the
public arena. In the United States, atheism
spawns organisations; it does not create
community. The state chapters and
national convention of American
Atheists, coupled with this organisation’s
atheist equivalent of creeds, certainly did
something to create a sense of shared
identity. Yet the community thus created
seems to be based solely on distaste for
religion. It doesn’t even have a good
organisational base and lacks charismatic

leadership — a fatal weakness, to which
we now turn.
Atheist thinkers are more than happy
to appear on the nation’s chat shows to
promote their latest books. But they have
failed to communicate a compelling vision
of atheism that is capable of drawing and
holding large numbers of people.
Atheists widely discuss this comprehensive failure of leadership within their
circles. Howard Thompson, sometime
editor of the Texas Atheist, is undoubtedly
one of the most able and reflective atheists
in the United States. Thompson has criticised the movement for its lack of direction: “Atheism in America is poorly
defined with little organisation,” he wrote
in an opinion piece. “We have less social
and cultural infrastructure than even the
smallest religious groups. . . . Atheism desperately needs effective public voices.”
And why has this failed to happen?
Thompson lays much of the blame at the
feet of O’Hair, whom he regards as the
movement’s greatest liability. He believes
her organisation has failed to learn from
her mistakes and persists in depicting her
as a hero, even a martyr, for the atheist
cause.
For 30 years O’Hair was the most visible atheist. What O’Hair did and said was
atheism to the public, and it was nasty.
The disappearance of the O’Hairs in
September 1995 gave hope that more positive atheist initiatives might develop.
That’s why atheists should worry about
the revival of her American Atheists
under the leadership of Ellen Johnson,
who assumed the office of president in a
questionable board of directors meeting.
Johnson is also a die-hard O’Hair fan who
continues to present her as an atheist
heroine. What atheism doesn’t need is a
continuation of O’Hair’s negativity; her
style and limited vision stifled positive
atheist growth.

argument, found within many other atheist tracts and publications, is his strident
insistence that humanity has been
enslaved by supernaturalist superstition.
It is merely necessary to educate people,
he believes, and these mad ideas will fall
away. Thompson and his colleagues have
not even begun to understand a fundamental fact about religion: People actually
like their faith, find it helpful in structur-

Atheists don’t
understand
that people
actually like
their faith,
find it
helpful, and
inconveniently
believe it
might be true.
ing their lives, and inconveniently believe
that it might actually be true.
Thompson’s alternative to the rich fare
of a transcendent faith is “a materialistic
culture that frees humanity from superstition”. This sounds dull, dated, and gray,
about as exciting as a lecture on Bulgarian
Marxist dialectics. The failure of atheism
to capture the public imagination in the
West reflects its failure to articulate a compelling, imaginative vision of a godless
future that is capable of exciting people

and making them want to gather together
to celebrate and proclaim it.
The same dullness pervades the
National Secular Society (founded in
1866), the nearest thing Great Britain has
to an atheist network. In 2002, its website
included a museum of modernity, untroubled by the awkward rise of postmodernity. You could buy a secular mug with the
slogan “Just say no to religion!” Or even
better, you could download an official
Certificate of De-Baptism (medieval font
needed) that lets your friends know that
you have rejected the “creeds and all other
such superstition” in the name of reason.

R

ationalism, having quietly died out in
most places, still lives on here. Yet
Western culture has bypassed this aging
little ghetto, having long since recognised
the limitations of reason. The
Enlightenment lives on for secularists.
Atheism is wedded to philosophical
modernity, and both are aging gracefully
in the cultural equivalent of an old folks’
home.
And, for those who find their tracts
wearisome, the society thoughtfully provides a religious jokes page — though in
poor taste, they carry a significantly
higher intellectual content than the rest of
the site. Here’s an example of atheism’s
winsome arguments: Question: What’s the
difference between Jesus and a painting?
Answer: It only takes one nail to hang a
painting.

H

er atheism was crude, anti-intellectual, and homophobic, making even
the most zealous fundamentalist
Christian seem a model of liberal values.
For Thompson, the answer is clear: Grow
leaders. In another op-ed piece, “The
Unlit Bonfire”, Thompson argues that a
new dawn awaits —if only the leadership
issue can be resolved. “Total victory is the
only acceptable goal in a mind-control
war because humanity is diminished so
long as a single mind remains trapped in
superstition by programming or choice.”
But who will lead them? And can this goal
actually be achieved?
The fatal flaw within Thompson’s
AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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The joke makes my friends outside the
church cringe. Yet I have the impression
this is actually meant to persuade people
of the intellectual and cultural superiority
of a world without religion. Thompson
clearly has a point.
Nevertheless, serious issues are occasionally debated on the website, including
the question of why secular humanism,
with its commitment to atheism, has so
singularly failed to capture the public
imagination. One obvious answer might
be the National Secular Society itself,
which exudes a pious tedium, trapped in a
time warp of the closing decades of the
19th century, that seems almost to have
been deliberately designed to alienate
potential recruits.
Reginald Le Sueur put his finger unerringly on the real point at issue: “The problem with humanism as such is that,
although rational, secular, and ‘true’, it is,
in comparison with major religions, somewhat wishy-washy and just plain unexciting.”
Le Sueur recognises atheism as derivative, its attraction residing primarily in
what it denies rather than what it articulates as an alternative. So does atheism
have a future?
No doubt it does — but not an especially distinguished or exciting future.
Listen to John Updike: “Among the
repulsions of atheism for me has been its
drastic uninterestingness as an intellectual
position.” I have to confess that I now
share his catatonic sense of utter tedium
when I reread some of the atheist works I
once found fascinating as a teenager. They
now seem simplistic, failing to engage
with the complexities of human experience, and seriously out of tune with our
postmodern culture.
On the other hand, the greatest virtue
of atheism is its moral seriousness — its
criticisms and passionate demands for justice directed against the corruptions of,
say, the French church of the 18th century.
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The moral passion of atheism, especially when set alongside the laziness and
complacency of European state churches
in the 18th century, cannot be dismissed.
Some Christian leaders at the time of the
French Revolution saw that event as a
divine judgment against a failing church.
Some believed God was using the atheist
critiques of the church as a means of
reforming it.
Paradoxically, what propels people
toward atheism is above all a sense of
revulsion against the excesses and failures
of organised religion. Atheism is
Atheism is ultimately
a
ultimately a worldview of fear
worldview of — a fear, often
fear – a fear, merited, of what
might happen if
often merited,
religious maniacs
of what might were to take over
happen if the world.
religious
As the critics
maniacs were of Homeric relito take over. gion made clear,
the attractions of
a godless world
rest upon a sense of revulsion against the
gods. Who wanted to worship or imitate
gods such as Zeus and Athena, when they
merely immortalised the worst moral failings of human beings?
In the end, debates about whether
God’s existence can be proved remain
marginal. The central issue is moral and
imaginative. The most fundamental criticisms directed against Christianity have to
do with the moral character of its God.
They often focus on the issue of eternal
punishment. No theological issue posed
greater difficulties for Victorian England,
as the writings of George Eliot make clear.
It was for this reason that Charles Darwin
found his faith, surprisingly unchallenged
by his views on evolution, to be stretched
beyond its modest capacity.

O

thers had similarly serious misgivings. “Eternal punishment must be
eternal cruelty,” said secular humanist orator Robert G. Ingersoll (1833-1899), “and
I do not see how any man, unless he has
the brain of an idiot, or the heart of a wild
beast, can believe in eternal punishment.”
Despite its opportunistic overstatement,
Ingersoll’s complaint resonates deeply
with many who find a contradiction
between their deepest intuitions of fairness and the Christian God.
We cannot assert eternal damnation
and expect Western culture to nod
approvingly. This culture is not predis3 0 • AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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posed to reject Christian doctrines as a
matter of principle; rather, it is surprised
by what seems a massive retreat from
society’s fundamental notions of decency
and evenhandedness. Atheism arises
mainly through a profound sense that religious ideas and values are at least inferior
to, and possibly irreconcilable with, the
best moral standards and ideals of human
culture.
In its most intense and authentic
forms, atheism enters a powerful protest
against what it sees to be morally or intellectually inferior visions of reality. In their
place, atheism offers visions of a larger
freedom, allowing humanity to throw
aside its chains and enter a new and glorious phase in history. It is perhaps not surprising that many sympathise with
Dostoyevsky’s character Ivan Karamazov
when he respectfully returns God’s ticket,
in the face of the suffering, pain, and
injustice of the world. Christianity must
provide good answers to such fair questions.

B

ut the real significance of atheism has
to do with its critique of power and
privilege. Whatever their failings, atheist
organisations are right in challenging the
idea that any religious grouping can enjoy
special privileges in a democratic society.
Such groupings deserve respect. But when
religion becomes the establishment, a corrupting abuse of power can result.
Atheism soars in its appeal.
The converse can be true. The rise of
militant Islam in Afghanistan was the
direct outcome of the Soviet invasion of
that nation in 1979 and its clumsy
attempts to support an atheistic regime.
As Karen Armstrong points out in The
Battle for God, the best way to encourage
the rise of religious fundamentalism is to
impose a secular agenda on people who
want to get on with their religious lives.
Atheism’s concerns about the
Christian exertion of power resonate with
many within the church. The assumption
of the New Testament is that Christianity
is excluded from the establishment and
thus insulated from the temptations and
corruption that power brings. For many
reflective Christians, the church began to
lose its compelling moral and spiritual
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Send for FREE colour brochure:
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Ph/Fax: 02 4955 5445

www.christiansingles.com.au

vision with the conversion of
Constantine, the first Christian Roman
emperor. A movement that was at its
most authentic while powerless and weak
now became exposed to forces that compromised its integrity.
Yet it must be noted that Christianity is
a dynamic entity, constantly changing in
its forms as it seeks to relate its foundational heritage in the New Testament to
the situations in which it finds itself.
Atheist criticisms of the church are at
their most compelling and persuasive
when they are directed against the failings
of the church.
The essential difficulty here is that,
with the rise of dynamic churches especially in the Southern Hemisphere, the
classic atheist criticisms of the church do
not quite ring true any longer — even in
the homelands of the much-derided state
churches of Western Europe. The repetition of stale clichés from the golden age of
atheism sounds increasingly out of touch
with postmodern reality.

T

he atheist dilemma is that Christianity
is a moving target, whose trajectory is
capable of being redirected without losing
its anchor point in the New Testament.
And as theologian John Henry Newman
pointed out, Christianity must listen to

GAA
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such criticisms from outside its bounds,
precisely because listening may be a way
of recapturing its vision of the gospel.
Some atheists have argued that the
phenomenon of globalisation can only
advance a secularist agenda, eliminating
religion from the public arena. If the
world is to have a
shared future, it
can only be by
The atheist
eliminating what
agenda, once
divides its nations
seen as a
and peoples —
positive force
such as religious
for progress,
beliefs. Yet many
have pointed out
is now seen as
in response that
disrespectful
globalisation
toward culseems to be
tural diversity.
resulting in a
quite different
outcome.
Far from being secularised, the West is
experiencing a new interest in religion.
Patterns of immigration mean that Islam
and Hinduism are now major living presences in the cities of Western Europe and
North America. Pentecostalism is a
rapidly growing force, strengthened by
the arrival of many Asian and African
Christians in the West. The future looks
nothing like the godless and religionless
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world so confidently predicted 40 years
ago. The atheist agenda, once seen as a
positive force for progress, is now seen as
disrespectful toward cultural diversity.
Paradoxically, the future of atheism will
be determined by its religious rivals.
Those atheists looking for a surefire way
to increase their appeal need only to hope
for harsh, vindictive, and unthinking
forms of religion to arise in the West.
In his problematic but fascinating
work, The Decline of the West, Oswald
Spengler argued that history shows that
cultures came into being for religious reasons. As they exhausted the potential of
that spirituality, religion gave way to atheism, before a phase of religious renewal
gave them a new sense of direction. Might
atheism have run its course, and now give
way to religious renewal? The tides of cultural shift have, for the time being, left
atheism beached on the sands of modernity, while Westerners explore a new postmodern interest in the forbidden fruit of
spirituality.
Alister McGrath is professor of historical
theology at Oxford University, and author
of The Twilight of Atheism (Doubleday,
2004), from which this essay was excerpted
and condensed. It first appeared in
ap
Christianity Today, March 2005.
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Letters
Trapped?

I

very much like Dr Greta Gaut’s
approach to the science/Christianity issue
(AP, August) and thank her for her valuable comments. If we all took note of her
“four traps” and avoided being caught in
them, we would all have a lot less egg on
our face.
However, when she talks of a “universe
so old” and “prehuman fossils” (which are
only products of scientific theory and
speculation), as if they are established scientific facts in her comments on Trap 4,
has she not fallen into her own “Trap 1?
There she warns us: “Facts (emphasis
added) are things like geological observations … Then there are various theories
[emphasis added] of evolution, and other
theories like Big Bang.”
Laurie Peake
Wandoan, Qld

Missing Presbyterians

According to the last Census,
Australia’s population had finally
reached 20 million, of whom some 80 per
cent claim to be Christian and some 20
per cent actually are. Overall some 3 to 5
per cent claim to be Presbyterian. In
other words somewhere between
600,000 and 1 million Australians claim
to be Christian and Presbyterian.
Compare that to our total national membership of about 40,000 and at best we
are reaching about 6 per cent of those

Visiting
Melbourne?
Worship with us at South Yarra
Presbyterian Church
621 Punt Road
Every Sunday 10.30 am. & 5.30 pm.
Session Clerk: Mr Jack Adlawan
Phone: (03) 9808 7391
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who claim allegiance to our denomination, which means that some 94 per cent
of those who claim allegiance are
unchurched and probably unsaved.
I am the relatively new minister of an
inner Sydney parish, with a building that
could seat at least 400, we average about
30. Over the past 50 years or so no fewer
than eight surrounding Presbyterian
Church buildings have been closed, six
sold, with one new congregation established and using a school hall. The population if anything is now larger than at any
time during the last 50 years. Yet at the
last NSW State Assembly, was any time
given to considering how we might
address this situation? Or the equivalent
in each of the other states at their assemblies?
In NSW, thankfully, a proposal to
debate whether women should continue
to remain elders, rather than taking
hours was thrown out in 45 seconds flat,
but still little thought given to how to
reach the unchurched, no overture was
brought prompting discussion on how to
revitalise failing parishes whether inner
city or distant country. With such
skewed priorities little wonder we are in
decline!
Surely the call of the risen Christ is that
of John to Ephesus long ago: “Remember
the height from which you have fallen,
repent and do the things that you did at
first. If you do not repent, I will come to
you and remove your lampstand (ie the
church) from its place.”
Ephesus and it’s church are long buried
under the sands of Western Turkey. Will
that be our fate too, or will we do what the
Ephesian Church did not and so live?
Rev Peter R Dunstan,
Annandale-Leichhardt church, Sydney

Forget Day 41

R

ick Warren’s purpose-directed church
life theories must be exposed. The problem is not so much what happens on Day
41, as Phil Campbell suggests (AP,
March) but Warren’s New Age thinking.
So says former New Ager, Warren Smith.
As a Christian he was dismayed to find
New Age ideas present in many evangelical churches. And when he read Warren’s
Purpose-Driven Church, and Life he was
more dismayed at how Warren promoted
New Age views. His book Deceived on
Purpose ably documents Rick Warren’s
bias in favour of New Age thought.
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Anyone keen on Warren ought to
check Smith’s claims. If Deceived on
Purpose is not available, go to his publisher’s website:
www.lighthousetrailsresearch.com .
Follow the links to Warren and other
“evangelicals” promoting New Age
thought, such as Schuller and Blanchard.
Lighthouse Trails Publishing is
engaged in a vigorous debate with Warren
on the internet. Naturally, Rick Warren is
seeking to shore up his credibility.
This is serious. We are to test all things
(1 Thess. 5:21, I John 4:1), including
Warren. His New Age views makes his
church growth views suspect. Further, the
popularity of Warren’s books means that
major booksellers are aiding and abetting
the spread of an anti-Christian philosophy. One has to ask, can Warren be so
gullible as to be, no doubt unwittingly, an
agent for the Satanic deception of evangelicalism? Is this not proof of the superficiality of so much popular US evangelicalism? Presbyterians, especially, should
know better.
Dallas Clarnette,
Narre Warren, Vic.

Catholic clarification

O

n Wednesday May 25 2005, Bishop
Mark Coleridge of the Catholic
Archdiocese of Melbourne preached the
sermon at the 1pm service of public worship in Scots’ Church, Melbourne.
The following day this event was
reported in The Age newspaper. We are
ever grateful for the coverage that we
receive in the press from time to time.
In this article, however, the impression
was given that the occasion carried significantly more symbolism than had ever
been my intention. I wish to publicly distance myself from any implication that
the differences between the Roman
Catholic Church and the Presbyterian
Church of Victoria are either trivial or to
be ignored.
My intention was to stimulate positive
relationships between the churches and to
work together wherever possible. Yet the
matters that divided us at the time of the
Reformation are at the very heart of the
Gospel of salvation that we preach, and
they continue to limit the ways in which
we can work together.
Rev. Douglas Robertson
Senior Minister,
The Scots’ Church, Melbourne
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From Embers to a Flame

Books
A Year With Your
Children in the Bible
Jim Cromarty
Evangelical Press 2004 Hardback
Reviewed by Mignon Goswell

‘T

he family that prays together stays
together.” So the saying goes. Many families will testify to the joy of spending such
time together each day or as often as possible.
Guides to help us do this are always
welcome, as variety over the years certainly helps! Jim Cromarty has in this
book used his years of training and experience as a primary teacher and minister of
the Presbyterian church of Eastern
Australia to provide such a guide. Each
day in the year has two pages devoted to it
covering Bible reading with notes, questions to discuss, prayer thought and a
helpful saying to remember.
The Bible readings mostly concentrate
on the narrative parts of the Old
Testament and the gospels in the New
with other passages sprinkled in. There is
scope for doing part of the day’s work
only and there is definitely more than just
one year’s use from this book as repetition will certainly not do any harm. This
would be very helpful in a school context
too where daily devotions are part of the
curriculum. Primary children will benefit
greatly by discussing these questions
under adult guidance. Junior high schoolers can use it to develop their own personal quiet times.
As with our own daily Bible readings,
having a disciplined format will help parents keep going with family prayers when
many other distractions constantly arise.
This book is one such disciplined format.

How God can Revitalise your
Church
Harry L. Reeder III with David Swavely
Presbyterian and Reformed, 2004
Reviewed by Stuart Bonnington

A

t last, a book about church health
rather than church growth! And what a
book this is. The Home Mission
Committees of the PCQ, PCNSW and
PCV have united in inviting Reeder and
his team from Briarwood Presbyterian
Church in Birmingham, Alabama, to
come to Australia (specifically to Brisbane
and Melbourne in July 2006) to teach personally the contents of this book to
Australian Christians. I would urge readers of the AP to make every effort to
attend these seminars.
From Embers to a Flame is essentially
made up of a series of excellent short
sermons skilfully woven together. The
main thesis of the book is developed
from the teaching of Jesus Christ in
Revelation 2:1-5 using other key passages of Scripture. This is a short book of
208 pages but it is packed with a great
deal of biblical wisdom concerning
church life and practical theology.
Contact the Home Mission Committees
of your state churches for further details
of the seminars next year but in the
meantime get copies of this book for
yourself, drink in its biblical wisdom, act
on it personally and put it into practice in

your congregation for the greater glory
of God.
Stuart Bonnington is minister of Scots
Kirk, Fremantle.

The Kingdom of God
W. Tullian Tchividjian
Edinburgh: Banner of Truth, 2005
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

Tlife,hisbased
is a punchy primer on the Christian
mainly on the Sermon on the
Mount. It seeks to show us how to be, in
the words of Peter Berger and Richard
Neuhaus, “against the world for the
world”. Or, to use the vivid illustration of
D. L. Moody as he described the relationship between the church and the world:
“The place for a ship is in the sea. But God
help the ship if the sea gets into it.”
Professing Christians find it easy to fail in
one way or another, either to be worldly
or to be detached from the world.
Kingdom ethics compel us to be walking
in a heavenly way upon this earthly road.
It is not easy!
In fewer than 50 pages, Pastor
Tchividjian (who is an American
Presbyterian) raises some of the issues
that we need to face, and stimulates readers to seek after the goal of living as citizens of heaven on earth. It was said of
Richard Sibbes that “heaven was in him,
before he was in heaven”. If we could
emulate that, we would be more useful
here. This booklet is warmly commended.
Peter Barnes is books editor of AP.

Mignon Goswell is manager of PTC Media
at the Presbyterian Theological College,
Melbourne.
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OCTOBER 2005
1 Whyalla home mission station, SA,
with about 40 c&a, 10 yf and 3 e;
vacant.
2 Join with many other Christians
around the world for the Peace of the
earthly Jerusalem and the Holy Land,
where Jews, Christians and Muslims
are brought together – and for Baruch
Maoz, his congregation at Rishon
LeTsion and the HaGefen publishing
team.
3 The officers, members, fellowship,
debates and decisions of the Victorian
General Assembly meeting at
Warrnambool.
4 Browns Plains parish southern
Brisbane with about 140 c&a, 60 yf
and 5 e; Danny and Desley Mihailovic.
5 During the fasting month of Ramadan
pray for he world’s Muslims (over 1 in
every 5 human beings) that the Lord
Jesus may be revealed to many of
them during this time.
6 Joy Hill from Donvale, Vic. Mission
Partners (APWM) partner society
worker in Bosnia with Pioneers of
Australia, working on a website – pray
for a team and funds for Bible translation.
7 Alec Kowalenko from Parramatta city
church Mission Partners (APWM)
partner society worker with European
Christian Mission who has been hoping for full support and his visa for
Portugal.
8 Alan and Laurelle Kilborn from
Quaker’s Hill, western Sydney in his
ministry as chaplain to the deaf community.
9 Paul and Carol Lukins from
Condobolin, NSW Mission Partners
(APWM) partner society workers on
home assignment from agricultural

10

11

12

13

14

15
16
17
18

19

20

work in Ethiopia with SIM, and those
carrying on the work in their absence.
Presbytery of Melbourne North with
8 parishes and 2 home mission stations totaling 11 congregations with
about 620 c&a, 325 yf, 4 theological
candidates, 1 theological lecturer, 1
hospital chaplain, 1 minister under
jurisdiction. Tony Parle clerk.
Paul and Dawn Bloomfield at New
Life church at Rockingham, southern
Perth, and his work as Country
Ministries field Worker.
During Ramadan keep praying for
Muslims, especially those in Australia
and other western countries – including your own community.
Pray for the protection and effective
ministry of Fayek and Samira Iskander
Mission Partners (APWM) partner
church workers educating people
about Islam, based in Sydney.
Pray that readers of the novel The Da
Vinci Code (and viewers of the forthcoming film) rather than being misled
by its false account of Christian origins, may go to the canonical Gospels
for themselves.
Croydon Hills parish, Melbourne
with about 85 c&a, 10 yf and 2 e;
Matthew and Kathryn James.
Wahroonga parish, northern Sydney
with about 95 c&a, 35 yf and 7 e;
Murray and Lynn Fraser.
Scots church Geelong West with
about 65 c&a, 25 yf and 8 e; Dave and
Tanya Assender.
Presbytery of Wagga Wagga, NSW
with 9 parishes and 3 home mission
stations totaling 30 congregations
with about 635 c&a, 410 yf, 1 deaconess, 1 retired minister and 2 under
jurisdiction. Yvonne Forsyth clerk.
Peace home mission station
Deception Bay, northern Brisbane
with about 85 c&a, 40 yf and 3 e; John
and Deanne Gilmour.
During Ramadan keep praying for
Muslims, especially those in the middle Eastern heartland of Islam.
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SEPTEMBER 2005
21 Pray for campers and staff at two
camps currently running in Qld – Fun
and Adventure, and NQ Xtreme –
and two Kids’ Weekender Camps the
3rd and 4th weekends in October.
22 Pray for the aged residents at
Alexandra Gardens and Morrison
Park, Rockhampton and Groundwater
Lodge (including the new dementia
wing), Maryborough, Qld – and staff
including visiting chaplains David
Todd, Jon Chandler and Charles
Kennedy.
23 Rhys and Rhondda Hall (nee Price)
from South Australia and
Castlemaine, Vic. Mission Partners
(APWM) partner society workers in
East Africa in radio work with
Pioneers of Australia.
24 Wynnum parish, Brisbane bayside
with about 145 c&a (communicants
and adherents), 55 yf (younger folk –
Sunday School and youth) and 8 e
(elders); George and Lucille Logan.
25 Sue Poynter fromCanterbury, Vic.
Mission Partners (APWM) partner
society worker in Japan with Overseas
Missionary Fellowship.
26 All students and staff at Scots college,
Bellevue Hill, Sydney – Robert Iles
principal, Conrad Nixon senior chaplain.
27 Millmerran/Estates home mission station, Qld Darling Downs with about
70 c&a, 45 yf and 8 e; Alan Grant,
recently arrived.
28 St Peters, North Sydney parish including Greenwich with about 200 c&a, 40
yf and 16 e; Paul and Margaret Logan,
Matthew and Fiona Oates.
29 John and Denise Dickson Mission
Partners (APWM) partner society
workers in Thailand with Pioneers of
Australia, teaching English and leading
study groups.
30 Presbytery of Northern Rivers far

northern NSW, with 12 parishes totaling 28 congregations with about 2215
c&a, 665 yf, 1 theological candidate, 2
retired ministers and 1 under jurisdiction. Jason Summers clerk.

Presbytery of Kilnoorat
New Ministry opportunity in

Casterton
Ww
Expressions of interest are invited
from ordained Ministers of the
Presbyterian Church of Australia (and
those who would be qualified to be)
to pioneer a tent-making ministry in
Casterton (S.W. Victoria).

Ww

Please respond in writing to the
Clerk of Presbytery,
5 Gordon Court, Warrnambool Vic 3280
or to pjburns@dodo.net.au.
Applications close September 30, 2005

Ministerial Vacancy
Whitfords Presbyterian Church
Hillarys, Western Australia
Due to the late withdrawal of our selected candidate
for personal reasons we again invite expressions of interest
to fill the charge which become vacant on 1st February 2005
due to the retirement of the minister who planted the church
in the early 1980’s.
Whitfords is a dynamic church with over 120 adults and 50
children attending morning worship and a growing evening
service. Until December 2004, the congregation supported
a full time ministerial team of two, a Senior Minister and a
Youth Pastor. Both positions are now vacant and it is the
desire of the Session that the congregation continues to grow
numerically and spiritually across all age groups and to this
end seeks an energetic Bible focused evangelical minister to
take the church forward. Once we have filled the Ministerial
Vacancy, we will address the Youth Pastors position.

Visiting
West Australia?

Worship with us at
FREMANTLE Scots Presbyterian Church
90 South Tce.
Worship & Sunday School 10.00am.
Rev Stuart Bonnington
(08) 9319 2208 Off. (08) 9336 6542

Hillarys is a coastal suburb approx 24 km north west
of Perth. It is located in a well established and rapidly
growing metropolitan area.
For further information please contact the Interim Moderator:
Rev Jim Nocher, c/o Whitfords Presbyterian Church,
49 Dalmain St. Kingsley 6026
Ph (8) 9447 1074. E-mail: alidamc@bigpond.net.au
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More than motions
Why personal righteousness matters.

T

o begin at the beginning, taking
nothing for granted, is always the
wise way. So the first thing to do
is face up to the basic question:
Does “right living” matter anyway? Is the
moral quality of a Christian’s personal life
important?
To this question you would, of course,
expect all believers to reply “yes”, for any
other answer would sound shocking. But
if our “yes” were motivated only by a
desire not to shock nor lose face, it would
be a self-serving declaration that neither
honoured God nor expressed Christian
insight. Historically, some of those who
said what amounts to “no” were digging
deeper than some whom we can imagine
saying “yes.”
Take, for instance, the antinomian
gnostics of the first century, of whom we
catch glimpses in John’s letters, in 2 Peter,
in Jude, and in Revelation. “Gnostics” was
their own name for themselves (it means
“knowing ones”), and I call them “antinomian” (anti-law) because their theology
led them to dismiss God’s law as a rule for
their conduct.
They held that salvation is entirely for
the soul, not the body, and consists in
knowing divine secrets that function like
spells (many New Age ideas are similar
here). And Jesus is the pioneer gnostic,
they said, whose teaching, when properly
allegorised and augmented, easily yields
the knowledge in question. The law is a
guide for people without knowledge, they
said, including conventional Christians;
but those who “know” are guaranteed
eternal happiness, never mind how they
live.

O

n moral issues, therefore, the heat
was off, and gnostics could afford to
be casual. Loose living could be fun, and
certainly wouldn’t injure one’s soul if one
knew how to handle it. So wouldn’t it be
kindness to share this insight with hidebound Christians who were entangled in
the restrictive apostolic understanding
(misunderstanding, in the gnostic view)
of Jesus as redeemer from sin’s guilt and
power? It was this “kindness” that John,
Jude, and Peter had to counter.
The gnostic mindset lives on. Around
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the church’s fringes still prowl people
who claim some higher revelation of the
“real meaning” of Christianity. They see
their knowledge of it as excusing them
from the moral restraints by which ordinary believers think themselves bound.
The substance of salvation for these moderns, as it was for the gnostics, is knowledge as such — not moral change. We dismiss them (I hope) as pathetic dupes of
Satan,
selfdeceived victims
of weirdness and
Our own
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ity to our
through inside
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knowledge, with
relaxation of present moral struggles, I am surprised.
Does “right living” matter? For
another one who in effect said “no”, take
Martin Luther. Of course he was a rightliving man, who wished others to be the
same; but he thought that to directly press
the demand of God’s law on Christian
consciences would entangle them in that
legalism from which the gospel of justification by faith was meant to free them.
Therefore he would not do it.
His famous word that begins Pecca
fortitor — “sin robustly, but believe more
robustly, and a thousand debauches will
not hurt you” — does not mean that he
thought righteousness unimportant; in
fact, he always taught that true faith produces it spontaneously. Yet because he
would not risk reviving legalism, but
dwelt instead on the Christian’s daily
need of Christ’s cleansing blood and
imputed righteousness, so as to be always
simul justus et peccator (righteous [in
Christ] while at the same time a sinner [in
himself]), Luther has gone down in history as having a weak doctrine of sanctification and being opposed to the law.
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Was Luther’s stance right-minded?
Calvinists upbraid him for underemphasisng the use of the law as God’s family
code, intended to spur his children on to
honor and please their Heavenly Father.
But Luther was more right-minded than
those who in their zeal for God’s law have
reduced the Christian life to a strait-jacketed observance of rituals and taboos —
“going through the motions” rather than
loving God from the heart. Perhaps, after
all, the honours are even. Perhaps Luther’s
insight into fallen man’s natural legalism,
canonised in the Roman Catholic doctrine of merit, is just as important as
Calvin’s valuation of the law as the true
guide to Christian conduct. What do you
think?
Yesterday I read this, by a contemporary convert to Roman Catholicism: “Just
a little more effort, I hope, and I may deny
myself that extra pat of butter, the third
glass of wine, one lascivious thought —
and achieve a moment when irascibility is
controlled, one bitchy remark left unsaid;
and more positively, find a way to make
some small generous gesture without
forethought, and direct a genuine prayer
of good will toward someone I dislike. It
is a fairly pitiful ambition …” Well, yes;
and not so much because it is small-scale
as because it is legalistic and Pelagian. I
wish Luther could have counseled this
sincere man.

W

hy should we think personal righteousness important, and make it our
daily aim? First, because God commands
it. Second, because it pleases Him, and
gratitude for grace must make us want to
please Him. Third, because hearty obedience is basic to honest doxology: glorifying God with our lips is hollow and phony
unless our lives are right. Fourth, because
our own moral transformation gives credibility to our gospel whereas unchanged
lives will destroy its credibility; no one
will believe what we say about the power
of Christ if we ourselves do not show its
fruit. To pull the threads together —yes it
matters much how we live!
This article was previously published in
ap
Eternity Magazine, January 1987.

